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1. iX?‘RODt’CTIOS 
The great success .>i this counrry’s metcoro1oglc.a; satrl!ita p:q;rbrn ?:a; 
led to t!lc concept of using spscecrait 10r observationa o! rlic ~3rr.2 :rccIf. 3 ~ti: 
an cyc toward providing more effcLtlve n:cnrtorin$ and caqrtol o: !!:c *xo:tdis 
dirlinistiing natural resourcis , SASA i6 currently dcvcIop!ng ‘t scr:c6 of uxpcri-- 
-mental .Earth Resource Tcchnoiogy Satei!i:rr$ (ARTS). The FATS pro~rrkli I* 
intended to bc the foorerunnar of an opcrat:or:al sntrfI:tc sps~c:n wi:;cn sv:ii mcztc,Br.. 
.., 
the earth’s rescutces and provide much ncedcd data to sc:er.riats IR sucir d:ver+c 
fieids as geography, agriculture, hydrology, geology a-ad OCOAlWgr3pi.‘f. 
To date, however. relatively little attention hr? ‘Jcen pa::! lo ttro c~r:h’d 
atxnosphcrc, through which. all obscrvationb muat.hc mado. The cilect oi :h* 
intervening atmosphere is to degrade. or in many Insthl;ce* prcc)u:!c, -lezrly s!! 
observations which migflt be made from apace, whcthcr.t!.cy bc 17 :hc xlrlbict. 
infrared, or miC:owa\*c portions oi tt?c c!rctronrajir.ctic spcctrur:?,:, ft .srrtl*tKal I 
model of atmospheric effects on a globl) scale is a nc+ccss~.~ ilist *:cp !n !nc’ .I 
dcvelopn;cnt of realistic procedures for pianning snd cva!uotin): ;~otcr.:~l c,trKh- 
oriented space missions. The fcasibl!:ty r)C, and ;uRporr :eqr;rrcmcnta !or 
Iroposed earth resources experiments can then be dctcrminad ti~rou~h,corn~~tc: 
mission simulations. 7 .‘I 
The Aero-Astrodyngmics Laboratory of NirSh’s Ccorgo C. ?\!~ahil! Space 
Flight Center has initiated a series of studies intenica to prortdo a trocful n-xxhl 
of atmospheric effects. The study to be repartcd on in this document is concarncd 
’ , :’ 
primarily with the development of an effective global clocd rmdol. This work.fe 
a follow-on to an earlier study which established a prc!imintry wor!dwidc cloud 
data bank and developed techniques for manipulating and a&lying !hc?rc data 
(Sherr et al., 1968). The accomplisbmcnte and limitations of the prvious study 
will be discussed in detail in Section 2. 
From actual application of the firs t-effort cloud model to rpecifirr titrrior. 
analysis prcblems, i? was recognized that irrprovcmcnt I, b7th in the sts:istics 
and in the fIcxibiIity of the cloud model. wcrc required. The rcIativcl-/ amall. 
size of the original data base led to weakness in the conditional statiolicc. oven 
though distributions were developed for only winter and summer seasons. The 
use of ground-observed cloud amounts in the devclopmcnt Cri the unconditional 
statistics and satellito- ohscrved cloud amounts in the development af most of the 
conditional statistics led to inconsistencies between the unconditional and conditional 
probability distributions and occasionally between the spatial and temporal eondltionals. 
.t 
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TLC prc1.rxnaty tcckniqucr to scale t!,e statistics for any uistance a:ld time 
*cplta::Q.3 \inCludr%< diurnal Ciungcs),’ .and to cirangc the rcpicsentativc arca size 
recr;:rtd rc’rymwwt and vcrzficati0.n. Fin3lly, the initial silnulation results 
*r.dlc.\ttd only udnat co.vera;le d 6atrll,ir: with tke spatial r3solu:;on of a’ Ximbus 
&r tSS-\ aatclllto [the dnc~ sources) would ;chievc under varying viewng cbnditions. 
‘w ca rtectton wan naade for diifcrrni aenaor type P or different resolution capabiii- 
:;ts ‘ A!1 of thera problem .I:CD?I hx,za been approached in the current stsldy. In 
~dalt~an. prell.minary 5c~erc weather and w&c: vapor content statistics have been 
added lo thti overall data base. 
It is cautioned that the-resuits p. _. --emted here should not’bk taken as zhe 
iinrl ~IObA! ClOUli m4rial. The da!.+ ‘s~se 1:a.l been signi5cmtly improved and made. 
::.?~tfiA)~V ~0t-ebittCF.r. rtntisticr! maniputatiun tachniques !I~VC Lcen updated and 
fC!l.?Cd. and tha pra’Jle.ms ol frud~!y~n~ the olmtrlatlon reeults for Alfierent sensor 
re5str:IIorrs have betn revtcwcd. bat Ceficicnciee in the ovcrail clotid model still 
exitt. .Lxne prcb!cm arera, ~UC.‘I a~ the c1~~el~pm~r.t of a tr,uly.zdequate corye- 
Ltlon !re:=*cen ~:rwd 3s.. -f c*teilire-observed c!o&I ami;;n*s, or tki 'i$o~nxl.ioi bi 
, 
c.r~daS:an rnbuftf for c?:ifaicn? 6ezhor tcra!u:iox~n- cmnot be resolbed without ihe 
:r.!~duc:23n 01 cloud typ3 srr.! f :firz?u:-tz mf~tfbIic6. The cloud-;m\auht data base 
:.’ 
fov riary remo!e world APCAS still ro-naint .Jnl) nrarginal!*f zdegu’~tc, i- 
.‘, 
z ortuna:,&j.. 
.~coi! ~ppIicaf.:one of the ksting clolrd mc4C.1 in the imm.adiat~ !Lik-&Will bo limit& 
to nra~c r~uch *o thz, mazn!anJ L’n:t*d Strtc~. *uhcro ttm darts hasc is ;dcquate.) The 
1nterar.t compiGxttroxt of roA l-world clotrdincns pattarnx may preclude the develop- 
ment of’ any un!vots~~~~ &FpiiClbIC C!osCd-fOtm bt.a:istiCAl t&c:?niquo for adjusting 
h?OA n!sa. That tschrJqusr !a+ cornpiling pars-CQ-pass cuv~rrrge an mission simaz- 
frltun; require still f=rthor modif cation la.?3 &Onamcnt. rhrouzboul this s&y 
It hro bats oxit pi.i!oacphy to make the best possible USC of tha funds, time and 
datr rvatlablc. tec~.gni~in, *- tirat the corrrc:;on of certain deficiczcics would hxvc 
lo ~writ further ~Cudy ad incraaecd drtr rvatlabilit~. 
. 
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2. TilE PIiEi’iOL’S STL’i3.c 
The tlsk of dcvcloping a nlob.il c;ou cl model may bc: considcrcd as oonsisting 
oi three major phi~~cs: 
11 The I~cvcIopmcr:~ or a I)atL i3nsc -- 
In this phase dcciSioos arc ma.dc ro‘parding d&a sourc.cs, -dat.: cstrnc- 
tion techniques, data formats and how the data arc to bc str.ltiii::ri. Internal con- 
sistency checks as well as a-nown “boundary conditions” should bc applied during 
this phase to insure that the data base is as rcc!istic as po;siblc. 
2) The Dc*:clonmcnt oi statistical -4diuStmc:nt Tc:t:niqucs 
Clearly, it would bc impossible to develop a data bank whic!l izcorpo- 
ratod.41 posSIb1c combinations and pcrmitations o ! time and distance scales as 
well a.5 rcprcscntntivc arca sizes. It is n,cccssary, th,cr~iore, to f.i.rst sclcct a 
particular time 3rd cii;:a:,dc Scale and .I rcprcsc:ltative aro.1 size and tbcn develop. 
tcchniquus for modiiyin;‘thc d&n base to nccot~:modatc changes in-‘t!lcsc para- 
meters. Tcchniqucs ior handling, special Situations such.as the impbs!rion of ’ 
diurnal variationsi on the temporal conditional. statistics or t!~c passage oi a satcl- ., 
lite from one homogcncous cloud region to another r.1ust.aJ-so bc dcvclopcil. 
3) The Apnlication oi t!,c ?\lodcl to Spcciiic hfission Problems 
Proccdurcs must bc .dcvcloped so that given a particu!ar set of orbital 
charnctcristids, the cloud cover corditions which would bc encountered on such a 
mission can be simuiatod. of the cloud-frc.: portio.1 of each data frame is. to be 
compositcd from pass to pass. somr? inforn.ation regarding cloud structure (layer 
or ccllu?3r.) is desirable. To bc truly usefu., some procedures xrc nccdcd to 
modify the Silnulation results ior varying SC ISOL’ types ;tnd particularly for sensor 
resolution. 
Many, but certainly not all o! these individua!,tasks were accomplished in 
the original study. Sonic of the statadtical acljus+.- cnt tcchniyues doveloped at that . 
time wcrc ncccssarily of a preliminary nahlre. The purpose of t!lis section is to 
outline the earlier work and to poin : ollt some of the limitations stiil remaining 
at the close of that study. Subscqucnt sections will then rlvicw the progrl:ss 
which has been made during the current study in removing those limita5olls. 
i 
1 .’ 
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1 , 
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2. 1 The Data Base 
2. 1. 1 Cloud-Climatic Rc%ions 
. 
The practical use of cloud statistics in computer simulation routines 
dic.ates the subdivision of the earth into nominally homcgeneous cloud-climatic . 
rcg:ons. The number of such regions was arbitrarily set by consideration of the 
data volume that must be handled by the computer and by the,amount of suitable 
data available. Since tabulations of the diurnal variation of cloud coxr, of spatial 
conditional cloud distributions, and of temporal conditional distributions were 
required, the number of regions was kept relatively small. 
Beginning with basic climaiological~classification systems, boundaries 
determined by temperattIre criteria alone were deleted, and greater emphasis 
was placed on those boundaries determined by precipitation differences. Further 
. 
adjustments were then made on the basis of mean monthly cloud maps, cloud ; 
summaries, and satellite data. The 1odat;or.s of the resulting cloud regimes are 
shown in Figure 2-l. The 29 cloud climntologies are distributed over some 8G 
‘. 
separate geographic world areas covering both hemispheres. 
, 
s 
2. 1.2 DrYconditional Distributions 
After completion of the initial climatological region selection, data were 
obtained from approximately 100 observing stations distributed throughout the 
world. In most cases the recorded cloud observations extended over a period of 
10 to 15 years or more. For as many regions as possible’, single representative 
stations were selected, and unconditional cloud cover distributions were derived 
from the data snmmaries for this station. Occasionally, because of lack of 
adequate data, the cloud climatologies for certain southern hemisphere regions 
were taken as being “seasonal reversals” of similar northern hemisphere regions. 
(i. e., The northern hemisphere data were shifted by six months and applred to the 
corresponding southern hemisphere region.) For a very few regions, where 
representative data could not be obtained, the statistics were modified from those 
of other regions on the basis of climatological considerations. 
Five cloud cover categories were designated as displayed in Table 2-l. 
As can be seen, there are separate categories for clear sky and overcast condi- .‘,- 
-. tions. Although a linear classification scheme might have been preferable, the 
format of the available cloud climatologies. particularly those for foreign countries, 
precluded any further breakdown of the cloud categories. 
, 
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TABLE 2-1 
CLOUD CATEGORY DESIGN:IZTIQN 1 
1 Category -: 
! 
.2 
Tenths - 
0 
1,2;3 
4; 5 
6, i; 8; 9 
!O 
Eigtiths (Octas)- 
0 
1, 2 
384. 
5,&i’ 
8, 
--- 
Other than cloud climatolopi-al region, the nonrandom factors having. the 
greatest effect on cloud cover arc season and time of day. Accordingly, uncondi- 
tional cloud disiributiond wefe provided for each month-y,f t,hc yc?T:,apd at three-hqur i \‘\I,,‘.. ‘,a , 
intervals in the solar day. In casts in which an equivalent cloud.ciimatological r+- .4 . 
gion occurs in botl: hemisphcrcs, the s’casons wcrc inverted hy shifting six montl~s,’ . 
and a now region designation is provided. Validation tests ha.:c.show:r this to bc a 
reasonable proccdyre and better than ;lcccI> * ting data fro:71 a location known to be 
unrepresentative. - I 
2. 1.3 Conditional Distributioxs 
Cloud St;-tistics. conditional-with regard to time and space, wcrc compiled 
for each climatc.logical :.cgion. From the temporal conditional distributions the 
cloui amount probability distribution for “tomorrow” can bc determined, given a 
cloud amount ittoday. ‘I Similarly, from the spatial conditional distrihutions the 
cloud amount probability distribution for a location at a specified distance from a 
base location can be determined, given a cloud amount at the base location. 
Satellite date were hcavi;y used to derive the conditional statistics, Ecca- 
Lse;the effort involved in summarizing, raw convention.,1 cloud data from various 
park of the world would have been prohibitive. Satcll‘t? observations were 
obtained for most of the climatological regions; distributions for the remaining 
regions were adapted from the statistics available for apparo.ltly comparable 
regions. 
Because sun-synchronous satel,litcs (Nimbus) were uccd as .Lhc primary 
data source, the temporal conditional distributions were compiled for a time 
6 
, 
, interval of 2-l hours. 
The spatial conditional data were tabula,ted for a 200 n.mi. 
rlist.incc separation. in both casck it was ncccssary to ccmpute the probabilities. 
on a sis-lnollthly.basis in,ordcr Co incrcnsc thc.samplc d i 7. e . 
Table 2-2 proscnts an csampie o. f the unconditional and conditional cloud- 
amount data as tabulaCcd in the original study. In this case, t!:c Month 1 (Januaryj 
sCatistics for Cloud-C!imatic Rcglons 1, 2 and 3 arc shoxn. 
’ 2.1.4 Limitations 
‘Ihz numhr of cloud climatic regions was limited by consideration of the 
d.it;C volume tllat had to bc hancllcd by t!rc computct and by the amount of suitable 
data ilVailahlC. The number ‘of regions was kept rclativcly small. The cntirc 
United States, for cxamplc, is cficctivc::y covcrcd in only four or five regions, 
althoup,h sICfficicnt data exist for a much finer. regional breakdown. 
The satellite-dcrivcd data base ior the compilation of conditional statistics 
is gcncrally weak. The cloud c;imatologics for ninc’of the southern hcmisphcrc 
rcsions were taken as being seasonal rcvcrsals of similar northern hcmisphcrc 
regions. For certain oceanic areas whcrc rcpr cscntativc data could not bc , 
obtained, statistics wcrc modified from those of other regions based on climato- 
logical consideration::. It was ncccssary to compute the conditional probahilitics ’ 
on a six-monthly rather than seasonal or a mo....., +‘-‘y basis in order to product an 
adequarn sample size for statistic;l,l manipulations’. Since the original study, 
nearly three years of additional satellite data have bccnmc nvn.ilnblc, and it is now 
possible to compile conditional statistics on at lcast a icasonal basis. Ry uring 
the unconditional statistics as a *‘weighting factor” it irj cvcn potifiiblc to introduce 
monthly variations in the conditional arrays. 
The use of ground-obscrvcd cloud amounts in com:,iling tlrc urrcr~ntlItlona1 
statistics, a:ld satellite-obscrvcd cloud amounttr in comp~:ir~t: tha con~lltioral 
arrays has led to inconsistcncics hctwccn thetic two tiata typon. Sul>eaquallt 
statistical r.?anipulations involving both conditional and tincondltiontil ctat!rlfi~t~ 
will not be valid unless thcnc data arrays are firat ma:Jo cor11p4tll~le. 
c 
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TABLE 2-2 
EXAMPLE OF TABULATED CLOUD COVER DISTRIBUTIOr\‘S 
CLl~A;JL3CICAL RECIflN NWibFA 1 STATISTICS FOR MONTH t 
UNCOYn! TIONAL PRCi@ARILITIES Cd~t11711344L PRI-II~A~.~~~-~~ IFS 
TIYF (LSTl 24 YOUR TEYP’IRAL ??D NM SPATIAL. 
01 04 “7 10 13 I6 IQ 77 I 2 3 4 5 1 ? 3 -4 5 
1 .67 .Lj3 .4Q .44 .42 .39 .46 .cC 1 .R5’.M .05 .02 .3 1 -RI .r? .c3 .:9 .r) .’ 
2 .I& -12 .I7 .I6 .IR .I‘J .ln .15 G 7 .78 .I2 .OS .!l5 .3 C ’ .?C .I0 .(! .2B .g 
I 1 
3 .I-6 .07 .lO .ns .n7 :!n .lC .FP v 1 .75 .1n .I0 ,05 .3 Y 3 .57 .79’.fl 
F F 
i .I4 ,p 
4 .I! .I0 .14 .2r .22 .tl? .17 .!.F h; 4 -6.n .05 .05 .05’;35 4.4 .sr .i: ..f7 .79 .lC,. 
5 .()7 .‘lfl .I-’ .I1 .ll -17 .t-‘q ,“F! 5 .r(P .3R .05+.~2 Z .P .!I .? .-I ;Q 
. CLI~ATlLOClC4L RFtlON.HIIY8Elc ? STATISIICS iOH U9NTH 1 
UNCOYPlTIOLlAL ~R’-J~A~ILITIFS COYDI-T:~NAL PkRA81L1T 1;s 
11% .fLSTl 24 YOUR TEY70R4L . tl!l i.IW. SPATIAL 
Cl 04 07 1P 13 16 19 2? 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
1 .I’ .;o .27 .lE .I7 .I7 .73 -31 1 .73 .Oh .C’C .Ll .36 1 .63 -11 .?z .?I .Q3 
i 
2 .I9 .I6 .?? .71 .21 .tQ .22 .?c- G 2 .76 .to .io .05 .35 c 2 .50 .o ..n .3 .SP 
3 .lfi .r)8 .I1 .I0 .I2 .I1 .I2 .I2 : 1 .4P .I3 .c .14 .I3 :3 .20 .o .7c .20 .40 
.-: 
i 
E 
4 .?2 . 23 . 33 35 . 32 33 . 76 . 24 : 4. .Oi -04 .Ob .25 .22 Y 4 .22.-r) .t2 .22 .34 . . 
‘. 
5 .12 .15 .14 .I6 .lP .lA .I7 .13 5 .7Q .Pl .03 .35 .26 q .?I; .r .12 .lf .SP 
CLtHAl~lL0CICAl REGION tr’lMRER: 3 STATISTICS FOR Hrlfilti ’ 
UNCOYf!lTlUUAL PR~9ARILIflES t0NDtfl0~4L PRoh4RILITlFs 
TlWF IL511 tE!4PURAL ?Cn NY SPATIAL 
JI nb q,t In 13 16 I’J 72 1 2S2HllUR 3 c 5 7 7 3 4 5 
.’ 
1 .I7 .19 .75 .n4 .n! .nL .44 .r9 I .I7 .I6 .17 .42 .38 1 .‘)t’ .2” .2c ,2C .I0 
. . 
. ; ‘. .., .,.. , _I . ,! , . - . . _ _ . : . 
: . _.. : <’ . 
‘. 
7 -. ;! Statistical Adjustinent Tcchniqucs 
2. ?. 1 Time and Distance Scaling .: _.. .’ 
- 
The conditional distributions as tabvlatcd in the data bank arc given for a 
r’.OO n.mi. spatial tiistaacc (assumed to I)c’tlirc~tionaliy~indc?cndcnt) and a 24:hour 
time separation. For simplicity in compute:r simulations, t!lc assumption was 
made that tbc conditional probabilities dcc;ty li’ncarly with distance or time. Thus, 
modifications for distanzes less than 200 miles or times lcsj tfian 24’hours involve 
0nIy a straightforward linear intcrpoIation. ncyond 200 miios or 24 hour-s, two 
additional conditions are imposed: 
1) For va!ucs on the diagonal, the interpolated value must bc grcatcr 
than the unconditional probability tri the diagonal value; i. c., P(x!x) must bc 
grcatcr than p(x). !f this test fails,; the horizontal lint of the 5 x 5 conditional 
matiis is rcy.laccd *with the 
i 
*.rcrtical column of uncondi^;iona! statistics. 
2) For off-diagonal values, the interpolated va!uc must remain below 
the unconditioral probability of the given cloud group. i. c., F(xly) must bc less 
than P(x). If’this test fa:Is. the entire horizontal lint is again replaced by- the 
unconditional statistics. -, 
Thcsc restrictions insure that t!r e data will r&-urn to the unconditional level ior 
large distance and time separations (whcx little conditionality remains). They 
also preclude suc!~ undesirablLt products of manipulation as having the probability . 
of clcnr skits at point A grcatcr, whLd: it is known to be not clear at a ncaiby 
point B, than when the situation at l3’is unknown- . 
An additionai complication occurs w!lcn dealing with the temporal conditional 
statistics. In this case, it may bc necessary to correct the interpolated matrices 
for dirlrnal variations in cloudiness. The technique which was derived to handle 
this situation cffcctively “weights” the regularly derived conditional array by the 
change in the unconditional distribution bctwccn the original and the new time. 
Thie approach satisfies the intuitive notion that diurnal change is superimposed 
\ 
on the more gross synoptic scale variations. 
2.2.2 Arca Adjztmcnt 
The general features of the change of cloud cover distribution with the size 
of the sample area can be readily visualized. The cloud cover over a true point 
. -- ., c 
I . 
: : 
I’ 
!, ,. i 
8 
9’ 
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can have but one of t-x-o values, clear or overcast. The cloud‘cover over chc 
Arcas 01 intermedi- entire earth seems to stay reasonably constant at about 40%. *- 
ate size have cloud distributions which pass from the U-shape characteristic of ._ .:, 
small arcas to more bell-shaped distributions a? rates which depend on the pr&a- 
lcncc of Iargr-scale cloud systems] The tcmperaturc zones, in which large cloud 
systems are the rule, show characteristically Ui or J-shaped distributions at the 
30-milt .?calc Y~z’C of the ground obscrvcr. Tropical regions may already exhibit 
bcli-shaped distributions at this scale. .Similar transitions in distribution shape 
occur with the conditional arrays, although in this cast the change is from valley 
. . 
t0 ridge Cofiiigui.itions. 
The procedure developed for incrc ising the rcprcsentative arca size 
utilized a lviarkov chain ol individual data blocks across the diamctcr of the new 
aica size. The joint distribution of the combined .arca in the diametric strip was 
thus dctcrmincd and summed-internally over like cloud amounts. On the assump-. 
tion that cloud cover, rather than belAg randomIy ‘distributed’, s‘imply appears hs’ i 
a gradient across the arc?, the distribution of cloud cover in the diametric strip 
was taken as the distribution for the cntirc arca. : -,_ - 
2.2.3 Li.nitations e ! a ’ 
. 
The procedure of replacing individual rows o f the conditiona!. arrays by the 
.unconditional distributions (when scaling for time or dietancc) has come to be ; c 
known as “stuffing. 1’ Insofar as the stuffing procedure represents a return to the . 
unconditional statistic’s (i..c., ncglccting whatever v. c may know .Ibout the conditions . 
at some other point), its use for short intervals in space and time should be avoided. 
Of course, beyond certain limits the conditionali’y expires and the unconditionaln 
are required. The premature return to the unconditional assrlmption is a drawback 
of the present system and is due in part, at lea& 1~ the use of a relatively unrcal- 
i ‘I 
I - 
istic linear decay rate. 
Although the existing techniques far the cnlarge:n’ent of the representative . 
arca size seem to work reasonably well for the unconditional statistics, experi- 
ments in adjusting the conditional statistics have revealed some discrepancies. 
. . 4 
The most vulnerable portions of the earlier enlargement scheme are the reliance 
on linear decay rates in estimating cloud distributions across a diametric strip 
and the extension of that di.stribution to the entire area. For future applications, 
L 
‘ 
’ : 
where a wide variety of fields-of-view may be anticipated, a new technique should 
be sought for the area adjustment of tbc conditional statistics. 
,I . . : 
10 
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2.3 Mission Simulations 
2.3. 1 Monte Carlo Procedure 
Given the basic data banic and a set of procedures to co.nvert these data to 
the format required for specific eartll’ observations, it is possible to simulate the 
performance of a sensor system, or of an entire earth observation program, 
The ovcrnll logic cmploycd in a Monte Carlo routine to simulate repetitive looks, . 
at a particular area is presented in Figure 2-2. For computational convenience, 
al! tables arc first organized as cumulative probabilities in.asccnding order of 
cloud cover. h$ission iteration number, Q, and pass number, n, are initial&d. 
A random number, RPlN, uniformly distributed in the interval 0 to 1 is generated 
and the first draw is made rrom the unconditional table by finding which cloud 
group ;. -obability interval contains RAN. (Recall that the probabilities are now 
cunrulat;ve in ascending order OF cloud cover. ) If the cloud group selected, G(n), 
is number 1 (clear), 100% covcragc has been echicvcd and. a suitable tabulation‘is 
rr,adc anti another mission is initiated. Ii the cloud group is other than clear, a 
coverage perccntagc I3 is assigned and the pass number is incrementck by 1. A 
_‘. 
new cloud cover is drawn from a temporal conditional table, using the row desig- 
nated by the clsu’d cover drawn on the prcqtious pass, and the column designated 
by a newly selected RAN. Again;’ if cloud group 1 occurs,’ (G(n) = I).’ 100% cumu- 
lative covcragc is tabulated for the pass, and a new mission is initiated. If G(n) 
is not 1, an incremental covcragc, ;1B, is added to the existing coverage. B(n). 
The incrcmcntal coverage may add no new information at all, or it may result in 
total coverage. If it does, the 100% coverage branch is followed. if not, the 
covcragc achieved is recorded as a function of the number of passes. This process 
ia repeated for the N passes allowed in the total mission. The entire simulation 
is iterated NOQ times. 
An example of the sort of results possibIc through tfle application of these 
tochniqucs is prcscntcd in Figure 2-3. The graph shown in this figure results 
from a simulation of daily noontime observations from a sun-synchronous space- 
craft’with a 100 n.mi. field of view over the Gulf Stream region for the month of 
June. Percent covcragc is plotted vs. the probability of obtaining that coverage 
as a function of the number of consecutive passes. Clearly, a number of other 
presentation formats are possible. Plotting the number of satellite passes required 
to achieve some particular coverage vs. the probability of achieving that coverage 
has also been found to be very useful. (Brown, 1969.) 
11 
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Figure 2-3 Monte Carlo Simulation Results 
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.~niounts introtiucc*d Inconsistencies into t!x data base. 3nly 29 cloud. climatic 
regions w’crc dsiinccl, .xit!lough in cert.-ii:1 arcas, such as the Continental United 
St.ltc.i, a much iincr !~rcakdcwn is possible. 
2) Preliminary tcchniqucs had been dcvclopcd to adjust the time. distance 
and arc.a scales of t.116 csisting data ban!:. The liceax- decay assumption in t!ie 
time and tlistancc scaling: \vas not suificiontly realistic and lead to prcmarurc? 
“StuiCing; ” The area adjus:mcnt technique was also based on the assumption of 
a linear dccny rate and, in practice. yic!dcd questionable i-csults. 
31 A X!ontc Car!o program had hecn dc :rclopcd to simulate anticipated 
clrlvd .311‘c);.‘l?.S. The \validity of the rc::.uits were dependent u.pon the accur.lcy of 
hot!) the (!.~!a base and t!lc statistical m,l.ipulation techniques. hloreover, no 
correction w.xs m;~dc for varying sensors or sensor rceolutions. 
The fo!lowinp sections prcscnt a dctailcci summary of the work which has 
hccn .Iccomplishcd durin? the current study to update And imprcvc the global cloud 
a:rd ;t:mospl:cric model. in ~rescntin~ our results, we shall follow the same 
gcncral organizational structure as that cstablishcd above. with separate sections 
on tha data base, statistical techniques, and simulation procedures. Subsequent 
sections shall tircn discuss the introduction of scvcrc weather and water vapor 
statistics. 
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. 3 DEVELOPMENT OF A REVISED DATA BANK 
3. 1 New Ground-Observed Data - . .-. 
A complete new set of ground-observed unconditional data has been included 
for Region 5, a.Descrt A4arine climatic zone occurring over oceans off the west 
coasts of continents. Ten years of record from the San Clemente Island station . 
off the California coast were used. The previous data set had been estracted from 
the LOS Angeles Weather Bureau records and had required some modification by 
time of day and time of year. The actual processing of the San Clemente data was 
carried out in’a separate study performed by ARR for the Scripps Institute of 
Oceanography (Duntley et al., 1970j. These new data are included in the Revised 
Data Bank presented in Appendix C. 
It had been hoped at the start of this study that some of the cloud cover 
I* work being performed by ARA for the Jvoods Hole Oceanographic Institution could 
be used to expand the data base for Region 6, an area occurring only off the coast 
of Peru. Unfortunately, only the lower resolution ATS data wer’e used and then ‘_ 
only for a one or, at mo&t, a two year period of record. Given these limitations, 
,.. -. it was decided to let the Region 6 data as recorded at Talara, Peru, remain un- 
changed. 
._ 
I The possibility of using the U. S. Navy Marine Climatic Atlas of the World 
“A I 
;. as an additional unconditional data source for selected ocean regions was.investi- 
tr ti gated. These data are presented by month in cumulative frequency graphs of cloud i* t P amount for individual data stations. (U. S. Navy, 1955.) Because they are not .a 
$ stratified by time of day, however, f relatively little use can be made of these data 
,: 
f 
other than as general guidelines to mean cloud amounts. As such, they may be 
2 useful in future studies to refine the boundaries of those cloud climatic regions 
L occurring over remote ocean areas. 
5 
3.2 New Satellite-Observed Data 
f 
1 Since the completion of the previo*us study, nearly three years of additional 
satellite’ data have become available. Rather than provide only a cursory exami- 
nation of all 29 regions it was decided to conduct a more intensiv‘e data extraction 
i . 
program for a limited number of areas. These areas include Regions 4, 5, 11, 13, 1. 
16 and 22, and are depicted as shaded areas in Figure 3-l. As will be seen in j ,; , 
later sections, besides furnishing a reliable data base, the more intensive data 
extraction techniques provided a sound basis for the development of realistic time, i 
I 
distance and area scaling techniques. I 1 
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Figure 3- l’ New Datd Extraction Areas 
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3.2. 1 Description of Sclcctcd Clolid Regions 
The two primary cloud regions sclcctcd for an intcnsivc d.lta cstraction 
were Regions 11 and 4, representative of mid-latitude and tropical clnudincn:~, 
rcspcctivcly. For each region, three years of data (1967 through 19(,9) were 
extracted. The additional regions, for which two years oi data (l?GS .~nc! 11)1*9) 
wcrc cstracted, arc Regions 5, 13, 16 and 22. 
Region 11 (Base Station; JOOX, 90°\V) 
Region 11 is of particular intcrcst hccause a lar~c portion oi the r!nited 
States falls within this area. The hasc station was scicctcd SO tiiat tl:c? d.kt.\ 
cstraction template (dcscri?lcd in ncxt.scction) ~.ould cnconrpass t!>e grnu:~d 
stations at Peoria, Illinois, and Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. (Thcs c cl;,t.l wcrc 
then used in de\*cloping ground/satcllitc cloud-amount comparisons - tiec Section 
. 
3.4.) 
RCC~OII 4 (Rasc Stationj 20 OX, (xj"Wj 
Region -i is typical of a tropical ocean arc.1 wiih a moderate amount of 
cloudiness througho.ut the year. 
Region 5 (Base Station; 32ON, 130°tV) 
Region 5, an oceanic arca wit!: prtidominstcly stratiform cloudiness, is a 
valuable addition to the original Data Rank. since thc~prcviously derived statistics 
for this region had been assigned a low-confidence factor. The base point for 
Region 5 was placed such that the template would encompass the San Diego ground 
station. 
Region 16 (l3ase Station; 8’S, O”W) 
Cloud RcSion 16 is .a tropical region with an cstrcmc’seasonal variation in 
cloud .unount. !t nray be poeaiblc, therefore, to apply the Region 16 conditionai 
statistics for various seasons to other tropical regions. 
(Base Station; 44oN, 42’W) 
: 
‘. 
Cloud Region I3 is representative of mid-latitude, oceanic cloudiness. 
The satellite-derived statistics can,hc compared with those derived from Ship D, 
at +l”X, ?lO\V. 
19 
Region 22 (Base Station; 44’5, .30°E) 
The statistics from the southern hemisphere Region 22 can be compared 
with those derived for Regi0.n 13, the northern hemisphere counterpart. Since 
data for these regions now cover a full two-yea: period, it is possible to examine 
more carefully the monthly variations in cloudiness and to determine whether 
Region 22 is actually a “seasonal revernal” of Region 13. 
3.2.2 Data Extraction Procedures 
The digital brightness mosaics from the ESSA satellite pictures were 
selected as the primary data source. The data in this particular configuration 
have the considerable advantage of a uniform projection geometry on a global 
scale without the shading effects present in individual picture frames. The actual 
data extraction.was carried out at t,he’Nation~l’I&ivironmental Satellite Service 
(NESS) in Suitland; Maryland. 
A template was prepared consisting oftine 60 n. mi. circles aligned in an 
cast-west direction (see Figure 3-2). The first (ieft-most) circle was placed SO 
that its left and lower edges were tangent to the selected longitude and latitude 
(respectively) of the ‘:base station. I’ Cloud amounts were then recorded for each 
cf the individual circles or stations beginning at the base station and continuing 
toward the east. In order to permit the calculation of 540 and 600 n.mi. spatial 
conditionals, the original configuration of nine-consecutive circles used for 
Regions 4 and 11 was altered somewhat for the remaining four regions. Thzse 
two data extraction formats provided a number of significant advantages: 
1) They provided an internal check as to the homogeneity of the cloud 
. 
region (at least across the east-west extent of the nine circles). . 
2) They significantly increased the data base for the calculation of 
both the unconditionals and the temporal conditionals. 
3) They made possible the calculation of spatial conditional statistics 
in 60 n. mi. increments from 60 n.mi. up to 480 n. mi. .using the 
initial configuration, and up to 600 n.mi. usin’g the final configu- 
ration. 
The use. of the nine-circle templates sufficiently increased the data base 
so that conditional statistics could be directly tabulated by month for the six 
selected regions. It will be seen in Section 3.3. 1 that it was also possible to 
tabulate the conditional distributions of all other regions by month, using the 
unconditional arrays to weight the existing conditionals. 
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3.2.3 Two-Reader Comparison 
: 
As an internal c:onsistency checlc, a sccdnd reador was employed to dupli- 
cate four months of cloud amount data from the ES.% mosaics. The specific 
months selected were: Region 4, August and September 1969; Region 11, July 
1969; Region 13, April 1968. Unconditional frequency distributions were tabu- 
lated from each reader’s data sheets frr the combined four-month pariod. The 
results arc shown in Table 3-1. The middle cloud amounts seemed to present 
the most difficulty, but the overall agreement is quite acceptable. 
TABLE 3-1. 
TWO-READER CO,MPARISON ‘. 
I: 
Cloud Category 
Mean per-category difference: 2% 
It is of at least academic interest to examine the t.vo;reader agreement 
as a function of cloud amocnt. Figure 3-3 presents a graph of $erc’dnf-agree- 
ment vs. cloud amount (in tenths) for varying error margins. Although it was 
anticipated that the agreement would be the poorest for middle cloud amounts, 
tho less than 20% exact agreement for 3, 4 and 5 tenths cloud cover is surprising. 
It can be seen, however, that even for these cloud amounts, nearly 60% of the 
readings were within one-tenth of’eac!l other. Again it can be seen that overcast 
and clear conditions produce the most favorable .comparisons. This same sort 
of bias has frequently been noted in ground-observed cloud cover data. 
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3.3 Internal Data Consistency 
It has been noted that the cloud data bank at t!le close of the previous study 
had a number of internal inconsistencies, Thczc seemed to stem largely from the 
use cf different data sources in the compilation of the unconditional and conditional 
statistics. Fortunately. a, number of well-established statistical techniques exist 
to remove or ar least minimize the discrepancies. 
3.3.1 Correction for Different Data Sources 
Theoretical Consideration 
In stratifying our statistical base by cloud climatic region and hy month. 
ue are making the following implicit assumption:. 
Any two stations within the same cloud region and the same 
month will have identical unconditional cloud-amount frequency 
\ 
distributions. 
. . 
2 
A “station” in our case. consists oi any arbitrarily sized circuiar area. The two 
stations may be separated by space or time or both.’ We can calculate the joint 
distribution of cloud amounts, P(a, b), between any two stations. a and b, as 
fQilOW3: 
P(a, b) = P(a)*P(bla) (3.1) 
, 
where . 
is the unconditional cloud frequency distribution at 2 . 
*. . 
Pia) 
.. : 
1 . 
and 
P(bb)- is the conditional dependence of the CiOud amount 
at b given the cloud amount at 2. 
It can be shown that 
g P(a, b) = F(a) 
s P(a, b) = P(b) 
where the I% and C represent row and column sums, respectively. By our basic 
ass-tiption, however, P(a) = P(b). Thus, when the tabulated 1300 local-ti,nc 
uncdnditionals (closest to the derivation time of the conditional arrays) are multi- ! . . . 
plied through the spatial and temporal conditional arrays, the resultant joint 
24 
I 
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distributions should have nearly identical row and column sums and they should 
equal the 1300 local-time unccnditionals. The extent to which this is not the case 
(and it rarely is) is an indication of some discrepancy in the original data base. 
The discrepancy can arise from a number of sources: 
. 
1) The conditional and unconditional statistics are drawn from 
different popul&ions. 
2) The conditional and unconditional data are representative of 
different area sizes. 
3) There arc errors made-in extracting cloud amount. 
4? The cloud It regions” are not truly homogeneous. 
Because the newly acquired data are derived solely from satellite observations, 
the row and column sums of their corresponding joint distributions are nearly 
identical. A represrrltative example is shown in Table 3-2 for the Region 11, 
August data where the P(bla) is the raw 24-hour temporal conditional data. The 
row and column sums in this case differ by, at most, 2%. Since only the latter 
two error sources listed above are present in the newly acquired data, these 
small differences imply the reiative unimportance of those error scnces. 
A Statistical Adjustment Technique 
The question remains, o f course, as to what can be done for the remaining 
15 regions (not counting the eight seasonal reversals) where new data ar*?-not 
available. In order to get some feel for the extent of the problem, a computer 
program was written to extract from t.i.e .existing conditional tables,. those uncon- 
ditionals which when multiplied through the conditionals would yield the proper 
row and column sums. It was learned that there were inconsistencies not only 
between unconditional and conditional arrays, but also between temporal and 
spatial conditionals. Table 3-3 presents a reasonably typical case, again for 
the Region 11 August data. The sar;le sort of discrepancies were found for all 
regions and di rilonths. (In certain specialized cases such as Region 13 where 
the unconditionals and temporal conditionals both came from the same data base, - 
the agreement was nearly perfect. ) In any event , it became evident that some 
correction procedure was required fcr the remaining 15 regions. 
Several statistical techniques exist for adjusting joint frequency distribu- 
tions to yield specific marginal totals, assumed to be known from other sources. 
(See in particular Chapter 8, ‘“Adjusting Sample Frequencies to Expected Marginal 
Totals, 1’ in Deming, 1964.) In general terms, we‘ are seeking a procedure to 
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TABLE 3-L 
. 
COXSISTEKCY CHECK (REGIO?: 1 I, !.IOSTH 8) 
P(a) 
. . 
.2G 
.30 
. 10 
.28 
.06 
. 
X 
Pbla) 
;l:, .31 .21 .31 .05 1 = 
. 18 ..29 .09 .35 .09 I 
.24 -28 .G8 .3-i .Ob 
. ! 
Column Sum: 
P(d,i>) 
. 1300 .065@ -010; .0-l&S .0078 
.OEbO .o'?Oo .03?0 .08-i0 .O'IO 
.0120 .0310 .0210 .f/310 .0050 
.050-S .0;12 .0252 .0?80 .I3252 
.Otti .01&i .0048 .O.!Oi .Oi136 
a 27 .28 . 10 -28 -06 
TAB1.E 3-3 
DISCREPANCIES IN u --::COSi)ITlONAL DiSTlUBlJTlO?:~ 
~REGION 1 i. MONTH 8) 
Ground-Observed 
Unconditionals (1300) 
: 
.07 
.20 
. 18 
.37 
.18 
From Temporal 
Conditionals 
= 
-43 
. 13 
.lO 
. 19 
.15 
-. 
From Sprtial 
Conditionals 
.26 
.14 
.13 
.28 
. 19 
ROW 
km 
‘6 .- 
.3p 
. 10 
. Id 
. CL 
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;I Return to Srcp 1 and ca:rtir:::@ :rn:ti crch of the TO= And co!*;tin 
Civan that statistical tecmiquca exist w’lich m.~g, be uncd to normaiizc j,:r 
joint dintribution tabice. ona inrp3rt.mt question remaina: To w!rrt set of uncon- 
ditionale do u-c normalize the joint distribu:ion? Thcra *rc tt-rca proibi!itien: 
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1) Unconditionals as extracted from the conditionals ; There are many 
problems hcrc. The unconditionals as extracted from the spatial and temFora1 
conditionals do not agree with each other, so that some sort of mean would have 
t3 bc established. The resuitant conditionals wculd still be stratified by six-month 
intervals. Iht data brlse for many of the conditional statistics is quite poor so 
that the estracted unconditionals would be unreliable. 
L 
’ 2) The esislnrg 1300 local-time ground-observed unconditionals - Here, 
at least, the data base is larger. It is difficult to say, however, just what the new 
conditional tables would rep:esent. They would be an unusual combination of 
ground and. satellite observed statistics. 
3) Simufated satellite unconditionals - If a way can be found to accurately 
modify the existing 1300 local-time grcund-observed unconditionals, valid for an 
arca approximately 3@ miles across, to the equivalent of satellite-observed uncon- 
ditionals, valid for a CO-mile area, we wouid have the ideal unconditional set. 
They would be dcrivcd from a lirm data base and would be completely compatible 
with the existing s.l?clIitc-derived conditional distributions. 
One of the tasks of this study was to develop a relationship between cloud 
frequency distributions obtained irom ground observations and from satellite 
observations. In Section 3.4, a “transfer matrix” is derived which may be used 
lo convert from ground-observed to satellite-observed frequency distributions. 
Aft=: considering the pros and cons of all three marginal sum possibilities, it 
was dccidcd to use the “transfer matrix ‘1 to modify the existing 1300 local-time 
ground-dbservkd unconditionals. The result: nt simulated satellite.unconditiona1.s 
were then used to normalize the conditional arrays to produce a consistent data 
set. With the exception of those regions for which new data were available (Regions 
4, 5, li, 13, 16 and 22). all of the spatial and temporal conditional tables which 
appear in the Revised Data Bank discussed in Appendix C were generated in this 
manner. 
, 
i‘ . . 
. 
1 
sonditional Directionality 
Fefore closing this section it is vrorthwhile to note that if the spatial con- 
ditionals were truly indcnende:.t .-L direction we wculd have yet another boulidary 
condition. It can be shown under this asrumption (or the assumption that time 
rrlns equally well backer,rds or forwardsj that the corresponding joint distribution 
matrix sho Id be symmetric about the diagonal. The joint distribution matrix 
in Table 3-L indicates that in at least some cases the time reversal assumption 
28 
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. 
may be valid. Lacking any firm evide.lce that cloud-amount conditionality is, in 
general, independent of direction in space or time, we decided not to apply this 
additional boundary condition. Strictly speaking then, the spatial conditionals as 
tabulated in tho Revised Data Bank are west-to-east conditionals. The effects of 
the lack of north-south ?onditionaIs are considerably lessened by the east-west 
alignment of most of the cloud climatic regions; 
. . 
t 
; 
3.3.2 -Regional Homogeneity 
\ 
. _ . 
One of the advantages of the data extraction procedure devised fos the 
+ 
current study was that it afforded a means of checking the homogeneity of the six : 
selected regions. In Figures 3-4, 3-5 and 3-6 we have arbitrarily chosen the 
observational irequency of clear skies as an indicator of regional homogrneity.- 
(Season 1 represents Months 12, 1 and 2; Season 2, Months 3, 4 and 5; Season 
3, Months 6, 7 and 8; Season 4, Months 9, 10 and ‘11. ) It may be seen that 
Regions 13, 22 and, to a great extent, 4 sncw little variation in clear sky frequency 
(at least across the nine’data extraction circles) throughout the year. Regions 11 
and 16 are ‘relatively homogeneous during some seasons, but are more variable 
during others. Region 5, which encompasses b/cean and land conditions shows 
the greatest variability. (A s will be seen in Section 3.4, this variability necessi- 
tated the dropping of the San Diego Cata from the ground/satellite cloud-amount 
calculations.) These results suggest that it would be worthwhile at some future 
time to refine the cloud climatic regions where the data-are available to do so. 
3.3.3 Seasonal Reversals 
9 
The unconditional statistics tabulated for cloud Regions 13 and 22 provided 
an opportunity to reexamine the “seasonal reversal” hypothesis between these two 
regions. The cloud frequency distributions by month for the two regions are prc- 
sented in Figure 3-7. These computer-produced graphs show that the overall 
distributions are rather similar, with some months, such as April, May and Nov- 
ember, being nearly idestical for the two regions, For-each region, the frequency 
of cloud-free conditions is 10% or greater in only three months of the year. 
The frequency distributions for each region vary somewhat from month to 
month, with the mean cloud amounts ranging from about 65 to 45%. The variation 
is not exactly seasonal, however; for Region 22, April, May and June have the 
lowest mean cloud amounts whereas January and August have approximately the 
* 
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same values. Other investigators have also reported that the cloudiness at high 
southern latitudes does not vary signICica.ntly throughout the year. For example, 
Van Loon (1966) gives the cloud cover at 50°S ad about SOS throughout the year 
and at 35OS about 65%. These values. agree fairly well with those given in the 
original data bank and in the satellite-derived unconditional statistics. 
These results demonstrate that the three principal southern hemisphere . 
oceanic cloud regions (Regions 22, 23 and 29) are most likely not exact “seasonal 
rcvcrsalst8 of the corresponding northern hemisphere regions. However, given 
the general lack of any reliable data for the southern hemisphere oceanic regions, 
WC believe that no advantage would result from any revision of the current seasonal 
reversal hypothesis. For the southern hemisphere land areas, we can expect 
greater annual variations in mean cloud amount , and therefore a greater applic- 
ability of the seasonal reversal technique. 
3.4 Cround/Satellitc Cloud Observations 
As has been noted, one oi the tasks of.this study was to develop a relation-. 
ship between ground and satellite cloud-amount observations. This was achieved 
by selecting the base stations for Regions 5, 11 and 13 so that one or more of the 
data extraction circles .would fall directly over an existing ground-observing 
station. Simultaneous ground, and satellite cioud-amount observations were then . 
recorded for each station on a day by day basis. The Local Climatological Data I 
sheets issued by the Environmental Data Service of ESSA were used as the ground- 
, 
observed data source for Regions 5 and 11. For Region 13. a punched-card 
..- , I 
1 
record of daily observations was used. Table 3-4 summarizes the ground stations / : 
which were used, the corresponding satellite station, and the period of record. 
TABLE 3-4 
GROUND STATION DATA SOULCES 
Region Staticn Satellite Station No. Period of 
(Extraction Circle) Record 
-34 
. 
_. . 
,. 
:’ 
: ~’ 
1 
. 
4 
_ _ .-’ . . . 2 
.I .~ *._ 
i 
In anaiyzing the simultaneous ground and satellite cloud-amount data, we 
attempted to set up a “transfer matrix” which when used to operate on a ground- 
cbserved unconditional data set would yield the equivalent of a satellite-observed 
distribution. To accomplish this, a joint distribution table of ground and satellite 
cloud amounts was generated using the individual day by day observations. ‘The 
correlations between ground and satellite observations were found to be extremely , 
poor for the San Diego station. Apparently the proximity of ocean, coastal and 
1 
mountainous conditions in this region are such that any siight misalignment of the * 
data extraction circle would yield highly erroneous results; For this reason the 1 
San Diego data were omitted from any further analysis. The final transfer matrix i 
was derived by dividing through the joint distribution table (composed of Fittsburgh, i 
Peoria and Ship I’D” data) by the marginal totals. The resulting matrix is shown 
in Table 3-5. This matrix may be used to calculate a simulated satellite uncondi- 
tional distribution, P,(j), from the original ground-observed cloud amounts, P,(i). 
a3 follows: 
5 
P,(j) = 2 P (iI * T(i, j) 
g 
(3.4) 
i=l 
where’ 
T(i, j) is the transfer matrix. 
TABLE 3-5 ,’ 
TRANSFER MATRIX 
Satellite (j) 
.46 - .28 .09 .15 .02 
I 
.27 .13 
.15 
.06 I 
.06 . 10 .07 .43 
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There are a number of observations which might be made regarding the 
T(i, j) transfer matrix derived above:’ 
0 It represents a tabulation of daily observations for P. combined 
eight-year period, s’o that the joint distribution matrix has a 
population of nearly 3000.separate entries. 
0 Because the observations were compiled on a day by day basis, 
the final matrix is relatively independent of region, season.or 
distribution shape. (e; g., The transformation from a 30% 
ground-observed cloud cover to some equivalent satellite- 
observed cloud amount should be independent of where or when 
the 30% coverage occurs or how often it occurs. ) The only 
exceptions to this general. rule would occur as a result of varying 
cloud types. (e.g., The overcast-to-clear transformation would 
occur more frequently in 2.n area of predominant thin cirrus 
overcast than in an area with predominantly lower and thicker 
overcasts.) Lacking the cloud-type data necessary for any 
refinements in the transfer matrix, we decided to simply note 
that some problems may exist and to use the matrix as origi- 
nally derived. 
0 The individual members of the T(i, j) matrix seem to be inuitively 
reasonable. The fact that a satellite with a 60-mile scan spot 
would record clear skies on only 68% of the occasions that a 
ground observer with a 30-mile observation circle records clear 
skies is in keeping with the decrease in clear sky observations 
when quadrupling the area size. The overcast-to-overcast 
reduction factor is even greater’ (34%) due to the transparency 
,(to satellites) of certain types of overcast. The fact that a 
satelIite will record clear sky conditions on nearly half (46%) . 
of the occasions that a ground observer records Category 2 may . 
be attributed to the 2 n.mi. resolution of the ESSA data source. 
0 One of the potential error sources in tabulating the T(i, j) sterns 
from misalignments of the data extraction circle. We have 
assumed that, with nearly 3008 observations, these errors 
tended to cancel out. 
36 
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The transfer matrix, T(i, j),.‘derived above was used to operate (via Eq. 
(3.4) ) cn all of the original ground-observed 1300 local-time unconditionals, 
P (i), to yieid the equivalent satellite cloud amounts, P,(j). 
8 
These simulated 
satellite unconditionals are tabulated by month and by region in the Revised-Data 
Bank in Appendix C. Figure 3-8 shows examples selected from Regions 4; 16 . 
and 22 (not’used in the deviation of the transfer matrix) of how the “transformed” ’ 
1300 local-time.unconditionals match the recently recorded satellite unconditionals. 
(Recall that we are going irom a ten-year data set to. a different two-year data set. ) 
3.5 Description of Revised Data Bank . . -. 
The Revised Data Bank is listed in Appendix C. In Section C. 1. the uncon- 
ditional and conditional distributions are listed in exactly the same format as that 
used in the original report (Sherr, 1968). and as shown in Table 2-2. In Section 
C. 2, the 1300 local-time ground-observed unconditional distributions as modified 
to simulate satellite-observed unconditionals are listed by month and by region. 
Unconditional Distributions 
For all regions except Region 5, the unconditional probabilities as listed 
in Section C. 1 of Append?s C are unchanged from those listed in the original data, 
bank. The original Region 5 data were replaced by an unconditional data set newly 
extracted from ten years of San Clemente records. As before, these data are . 
valid for a representative area size with a 30 n.ini. diameter. 
Conditional Distributions , 
The conditional distributions for.aJl regions as listed in Section C. 1 of 
Appendix C.were derived as follows: . 
1) Using Eq. (3.4) and the T(i, j) transfer matrix derived above, the 
original 1300 local-time ground-observed unconditionals, Pg(i), were modified to 
simulate satellite-observed unconditionals, P,(j), valid for a 60 n.mi. area. 
c 
2) For Regions 4, -5, 11, 13, 14 and.22 the original temporal and spatial 
conditional arrays were replaced by the newly extracted conditional d&a;- 
. 3) The simuiated satellite unconditionals, P,(j), were then multiplied 
through the conditional arrays, P(ilj). f or ali regions to produce joint distribution 
matrices, P(i, j). 
1. e., P(i, j) = P,(j) ’ P(il j) . (3.5) 
. 
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4. REFINING THE STA.TISTICAL ADJUSTMENT TECHMQUES 
4. 1 Time and Distance Scaling 
4. 1. 1 Markov Scaling . 
As was noted in Section 2.2.3, the use of.a linear decay rate for temporal 
or spatial conditionality often led to a premature return to unconditional levels 
through the procedure known as “stuffing. 1’ This section considers the application 
of the assumption of a simple Markov chain process to the problem of scaling the 
conditional probability of the cloud cover for a specific area size and a referenc,e 
distance (or time) to any other distance (or time). The following discussion refers 
specifically to the spatial scaling problem, but is also directly applicable to tem- 
poral scaling for integer multiples of a day. It can be extended to apply to other 
times by making use of the diurnal variation of.the corrcspondirg unconditional 
probabilities in the technique described in Section 4. 1.3. 
Consider first the cloud cover condition at some observed location a 
located A distance I away from a reference location 5. In general, the cloud cover 
condition at a is related to the conditions at a by a conditional probability matrix 
of the form P(hla). For &Stan-es from 2 which are .E timesi away from this 
reference location, the corresponding general expression for the conditional 
probability PN(bl ) a is cf the form (using N = 4 as an example): . . 
P4(eja) = 5. T .% held, C, b, a) F!llc. b, a) P(clL a) WblaL 
If it is now assumed that cloud cove? <,onditional probabilities follow a 
simple or first order Markov chain, the various terms in Eq. ‘(4.1) become _. 
simplified as follows: 
p4(e14 = $ c % PieId) Wdlc) P(clb) PCola). 
c 
Finally, assuming that the ‘first order conditional probability matrix (for--the dis- ._ 
‘cancel ) does not vary along the N elements of the chain, all of the P’s on t!.e 
right-hand side of Eq. (4.2) become identical and the entire right-hand side of 
the equation 1s simply the N-th power of the basic P(bla) matrix; or in general 
-. \, 
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The above equation aiplies for any value of N, whether integer or not, as can be 
visualized, for example, by considering N to be composed of the quotient of two 
integers N = N /N I 2, and referring all quantities to a smaller reference distance 
Z/N2. However, it might be noted that’if noninteger powers are-used with Eq. (4.3), 
1 , 
I, 
, ; 
,I I 
I 
i 
the resulting calculated conditional probabilities for the cloud cover statistics 
considered in the present program did not always turn out to be positive real 
number s . In some cases, particularly for small fractional powers, calcu&ed 
probabilities sometimes turned out to have small imaginary parts or small real 
negative values. These small discrepancies appeared to be largeiy associated 
with round-off errors in the input cloud statistics data and have been arbitrarily 
smoothed out in a computer program which has been developed for raising a con- 
ditional probability matrix to a power. -. The input to this program includ-es the _ 
conditional array to be scaled, the power to which the matrix is to be raised and 
the unconditional probability levels to which the matrix is to converge. A FOR- 
TRAN Iisting of this subroutine may be found in Section B. 1 of AGpendix B. 
4.1.2 A Test of Markov Scaling 
I 
! 
’ I I 
. 
One of the primary reasons for. developing the particuiar data extraction 
template described in Section 3.2.2, was to provide a data base which would be 
sufficiently large to permit a careful analysis of the decay of conditionality with 
time or space. Temporal conditionaI arrays were compiled by noting the day to 
day change in cloud cover for each of the data extraction circles or stations within 
a region, and then combidng the individuai station data to produce final conditional 
arrays stratified by month or by season. Temporai conditional distributions were 
calculated in 24-hour increments frcm 24 hours to 240 hours. The spatial condi- 
tional statist.ics were compiled by considering each circle in turn as the base 
station and then tabulating .the change in cloud cover from that location to every 
other circle to the right of that location. Table 4-l shows, for both template 
formats, the number of spatial conditional pairs which could be extracted from 
each day’s data. The spatial conditionals were tabulated in 60 n.mi. increments 
from 60 n.mi. to either 480 n.mi. (initial template) or 600 n.mi. (final template). 
In both cases, the reliability of the da:a tends to diminish (fewer observations) 
with increasing distance. 
In order to make the analysis of tize decay of conditionality a.more manage- 
able task, a new cloud-amount categorization was defined. The new system 
included only three categories, 1, 3# and 5, where 1 and 5 were clear and over- 
.cast as before, and 3’ inciuded Categories 2, 3 and 4 of the original classification. 
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TABLE 4-l 
SPATIAL CONDITIONAL PAIRS PER DAY 
Distance I Number of Pairs Number’ of Pdirs 
(n. mi. ) (Initial Template) 
60 ’ 
120 
180 
240 
300 
360 
420 
480 
540 
600 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 
0 
(Final Template) - 
6 
5 
4 
6 --. 
4 . 
3 
2 
3 
2 . . 
I .- ( 
i 
:,i ’ 
:I 
,’ 
j 
,,i : 
! 
,I 
Thus a conditional array consisted.of only nine numbers in a three-by-three for- 
mat, rather than 25 numbers. Figures 4-l through 4-10 show the chserved decay 
of conditionality with distance and time. fnr Regions 4 atid 11. Graphs of certain 
cloud category combinations svere omitted ..vhen the pop”12 tions were so small as 
to render the statistics meaningless. The data are stratified by season (Seasoa 1 / 
for Months 1, 2 and 12; Season 2 for Months 3; 4 and 5; Skason 3 for Months 
6, 7, 8 and 9; Season 4 for Months 10 and 11) for Region 11 and ark presented 
as ah annual summation for -Region 4. (The particular seasonal breakdown for 
: Region 11 and the decision to use an annual summary-for Region 4 resulted from 
a review of computer-produced graphs of monthly unconditional distributions 
such as iho;e shown in Figure 3-7 in Section 3.3.3. ). 
Of particula? note in these figures is the lack of oscillation or “antiper- 
sistcnce” about the unconditional levels xuch as was found in the previous study. 
All of the decay lines begin at one or zero and seem to approach the unconditional 
levels asymiotically. Perturbations at large distances or times arc believed to 
be d*le to a dimiaished data base (r&l1 TabLe 4-2). 
In order to evaluate the Markov scaling routine, the observed 180 n.mi. 
spatial conditiQna1 was taken as a “given, ” and the:1 scaled backward to 60 and 
120 n.mi. and forward to 240, 300. 360 and 420 n.mi. The observed 48-hour 
tcmpord conditional was scaled to 24 hours and the observed 24-hour conditional 
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was scaled to 48 and 72 hours. Thtse scaled values were then compared with the 
-. 
observed arrays and with values scaled in a linear fashion (including stuffing). 
Table 4-2 shows the original spatial and temporal conditional arrays for Region 
11, Season 1, before scaling. 
Tables 4-3 and 4-4 show the detailed scaling results for Region 11, Season 
1. It can be seen that in every instance the Markov scaled results represent a 
measureable improvement of the linear scaling. Table 4-5 lists the per-elemelit 
(of the three by three array) error made in scaling the conditional arrays by both 
the Markov and linear techniques. Note that the poo.rest results occur when 
scaling from the observed 48-hour conditional array to 24 hours. This is due to 
the very rapid decay oi conditionality to almost the uncondititinal level before 48 
hours. The extrapolation results from 24 hours to 48 Sours and 72 hours are 
much improved. 
TABLE 4-2. .I’:’ ‘3’ *. 
ORIGINAL CONDITIONAL ARRAYS; REGION li, ‘SEASON 1 ., 
180 n.mi. 24 hour 
Spatial Conditional Temporal Conditional 
4.1.3 Diurnal Variaticns 
. 10 .62 .28 ‘- .- . . 
.04 .54 .42 
! 
48 hour 
Temporal Cqnditional 
. 
. 
,’ 
; .. 
As a part of the previous study, a technique was developed for adjusting 
the linearly scaled temporal conditional distributions for diurnal variations (Sec- 
tion 6.6 of Sherr et al, 1968). In effect’ thc’linearly scaled conditionals were 
weighted by the change in the unconditioni.1 distribution between the two reference 
times. This satisfies the intuitive notion that diurnal change is superimposed on I 
I 
more gross synoptic scale variability. The same technique can be applied to the I , 
:- 
new database. excelt that now the Markov scaled ‘:omporals are adjusted. The I . 
following derivation of the diurnal adjustment procedure is essentially a revised 
i 
version of the original derivation. 
TABLE 4-3 
DETAILED SPATIAL SCALING RESULTS; REGION 11, SEASON 1 
?O n.mi. 120 n.mi. 240 n.mi. 300 n.mi. 
. 27 .6O .l3 
.I0 -63 .27 
.23 .61 .I6 
. 10 .6*1 .26 
.08 .56 .36 
.64 .36 0 
.05 ; 83 . 12 
0 .25, .75 
Observed: 
.05 ; 52 .43 
.46 .52 .02 .22 F 64 .I4 
.08 .64 .28 
.65 .35 0 
Markov Scaled: .05 .82 .13. I I . 17 .08 
.05 
in ln .08 .71 .21 
.Ol .39‘ .60 
.08 .60 .32 .08 .6O .32 .56 ‘.39 .05 
.06 .77 . 17 
.02 .31 .67 
Linear Scaled : 
*Stuffed. 
.on .60 .32 
.08 .60 .32 
.08 .60 ‘.32 
. (r8 _. 6b ; 32 
-., ,. . _... c - 
- ..-I . -.. _ ._..__.._ r . . .- -- 
,. ‘*.a 
.--.-.---vi--*.*- -s4.rW~.k~r~. se.. i *, \ ,.,._ ,__ 
. 
,,.:,: *A* 
. , 
._.-_,_... : .-, 
- .._-- :- .‘--..-..---5----~.-~ly.,- .-.- --; .__- *_- --:-.- .- 
. 
+..r-, - . - . . 
TABLE 4-4 
DETAILED TEMPORAL SCALING RESULTS; REGION 11, SEASON 1 
24 Hours -- 
Observed; 
FZarkov* Scaled: 
Linear* Scaled : 
[ 
[ 
-4 
.34 .56 . 10 
.07 .65 .2? 
.03 .52 .44 
.48 .42 .I0 
.08 .70 .21 
,. 01 .42 .57 
-- 
.63 .27 . 10 
.05 .81 . 14 
.02 .28 .?O 
48 Hours -- 72 Hours 
.27 .53 .19 
L .lO’ .63 .28 .04 .55 .42 
., 16 .60 .23 
.08 .61 .3! 
.06 .59 .35; 
** -- 
.08’ .60 .32 
.08 .65 .32 
. 0,; .60 .32 
- 11 L 
. !8 ,’ .60 .21 
.lO. .61’ .29 
.04 .57 :. 39 
.11. .60 .29 
.08 .60 -32 
.07 .60 .33 
L- 
** * 
.08 .60 .32 
.08 .60 .32 
.C8 .60 .32 
*24 hour results scaled irom 48 hours; 48 and 72 hour results scaled from 24 hours. 
**Stuffed. 
‘I. 
;i .I 
. 
f 
60 
i 
!20 
240 
300 
2 ‘L 360 420 
1 (Hrs.1 
I 
I’ 249’- 
48** 
7:!** 
TABLE 4-5 
ERRC)R COMPARISON OF LINEAR AND MARKOV SCALING 
Rceion 4 
Annual 
Markov 
. 038 
.030 
.023 
.026 
.026 
.039. 
.059 
.026 
.031 
-- 
Lineal 
T Region 1 I Season 1 I Season ZvSeason3i’- Season 4 
Marko Linear Markov’ Linear Markov Linear 1 Markov Linear 
. 107 .OO4 .06? -012 .062 ,017 
. 093 . 009 . 062 
. 098 .018 . 078 
. ci99 .044 ,067 
.072 .043 .071 
.051 ,062 .073 
.007 1 .044 1 .020 
.019 1 .072 1 .?16 
. 089 
I 
.025 . 069 
.073 .023 
I 
.063 .030 
.057 ,033 
; 049 .032 
.084 I .043 
.053 
.066 
.056 
. 339 
.046 
, 
Average 
Markov Linear I 
}.018 
I 
*Scaled from 48 hours. 
**Scaled from 24 ixxrs. 
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A joint probability distribution is first formed between PA(i), the uncondi- 
tional cloud-amount distribution at time A, and P,(i), the unconditional distribution 
at time B. The assumption is made that an event at time B c&responding to a 
specific event at time A is the one occurring at the same cumulative probability 
level. The situation may be clarified by. referring to Figure 4- 11. Here the 
uncontiitional distributions for times A and B are represented graphically. Cate- 
gory 1 (cl.ear skies) occurs with a relative frequency of 20% attime A and 30% at 
time B. Our assumption implies that an event of clear skies at time B occurs on 
every occasion that Category 1 is observed at time A, and approximately 20% of 
,the time that Category 2 is observed at time A. If either of Categories 3, 4 or 5 
are recorded at time A, Category 1 cannot be recorded at time B. Hence the 
equa’ion: 
. . 
PB(l) = ’ PA(l) + .2 PA(2). 
The remaining four equations in Figure 4-11 are determined in a similar‘manner. 
It is the coefficients of these five equations that are used to “tieight” the scaled 
temprals. . 
These coefficients may also be determined in a nongraphical manner. The 
cloud categorization intervals fall at different cumulative probabilities in the dis- 
tributions of events at times A and B. Thus it is necessary to divide up the inter- 
vals of the distribution at time A and assign them to intervals of the distribution 
at time B, assuming uniform distribution within an interval. To form the joint 
probability matrix .sho&, in Table 4-6b we find the fractional part of PA(l) that is 
contained in (jointly distributed with) PB( l?. In the example in Table 4-6a, .a11 of 
PA(l), 0.2, is contained in PB(l). Thus, 0.2 is entered in the joint probabaity 
matrix at positio,n A = 1, B = 1 (cell number of joint table). Since PB(1) is greater 
than PA(l), the additional 0.1 in Pn( 1) could not have occurred jointly with PA( 1). 
Therefore, it is placed in the joint probability matrix at position A = 2, B = 1. 
In a similar way, we rate Gointly distribute) PA(2) with PB(2) and find 
that only 0.3 are contained in both. Therefore, 0.3.is located in the joint matrix 
at A = 2, B = 2. Again there is an addition33 part to be allocated; this time 0. 1 
of PA(2) must have occurred with P13(3); it is thus entered in the matrix at A = 2, 
B = 3. 
This process is continued far all categories as shown.. These individual 
entries, divided by the marginal tctal become the entries in a pseudo conditional, 
PSCON (BIA). Note that the PSCON columns are the coefficients of the equations 
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TABLE 4-6 
COAIPUTATION OF A PSUEDO-CONDITIONAL 
DISTRIBUTION FOR DIURNAL VARIATION 
Time (A) 
UNCON 
Time (B) 
I Joint 
Cloud Rated Cell Rated 
Category Probability Probability Number Probability Probability 
r 
1 .2 i .2 I-I -- .2 .3 
‘.I - .I 2-1 
3 
r - 
2 .5 
i 
.3 2-2 .B I 
.3 
l l \ 
3 
2-3, 
.2 
. 05 . 
{ 
1 
WI - 3-3 - 
‘1\ 
.05 \ 3-4’\ 
4-5 \ 
. I 
: 1 
. 1 
. 05 
.2 
.l 
(b) 
1 
2 
3 (A) 
4 
5 
JOINT PROBABILITY 
03) 
.2 3. I 4 5 Total 
-- 
.2 0’ 0 0 0’ .2 
. 1 .3 ..l ‘0 . 0 .5 
-0 0 .l .I 0 .2 
0 o- 0 0 .05. .05 
0 0 0 0 .05 .05 
- 
PSCON (B/A), 
(B) 
)- - . 
derived in Figure 4- 1, A subroutine to calculate the PSCON matrix from the original 
unconditional distributions is listed in Section B. 2 of Appendix B. 
Finally, we form the diurnally adjusted conditional distribution, DITCON (ilj) 
by: 
where 
DITCON (ilj), = t’ PSCON (ilk) . TCON (klj) (4.5) 
, 
I TCON (klj) is the Markov scaled temporal conditional. 
Boundary Crossing .. 
It is worth noti.ng that exactly’the same procedure may!bc used to simulate 
a satellite crossing from one homogeneous cloud region to another. In this :ase, 
the PSCON is derived from the unconditionals (at the appropriate time) in Regions 
A and B. The TCON is replaced by SCON, the spatial conditional array (possibly 
Markov scaled) defined in Region X. The final DITCOS is then the spatial; conditional’ 
which links Regions A and B. 
I 
4.2 Area Adjustment 
4.2.1 Enlarging the Representative Area Size 
. 
As was noted, in Section 2.2.3. the original area enlargement procedure 
relied upon a number of assumptions , including a linear decay of conditionality and . 
a one-directional variability of cloud amounts. In this section we derive a new area 
enlargement procedure which avoids the necessity of these assumptions. From at 
least a mathematical point of view, the new procedure is more easily defended than 
its predecessor. It yields results which are consistent with our intuitive notions of 
h0.w statistical distributions should change with increasing area size, and when 
! 
I .” 
1 
I 
i ’ , 
1 
I 
I 
, 
applied to particular cases, its performance represents a measurable improvement 
over the original technique. On the minus side, thr: ne+y develc;ed technique 
essentially carries out a repetitive doubling of the ori+:.l (50 n.xr;.,.-’ liameter) 
area size so that frequency distributions of cl.oud amount for interme.. ized 
areas must be found through element by element interpoIation (linear with area). 
In the next section we’ shal: discuss a somewhat more sophisticated technique which 
can be used to enlarge or diminish the representative area size of the unconditional -- 
distributions. We hope at some future point to appiy the techniques of the second 
method to area adjustment of conditional distributions as well, and thereby produce 
a more flexible “third generationn arca adjustment procedure, 
1 
1 
? 
; 
.: 
., : 
’ . 
4 
.r i I 
I .I . 2 
I . 
Derivation of Enlargrmcnt Procedure 
As 2-n example o! the new enlargement proctdurc. WC sh.dl cur:inc :?:c steps 
which must bc taken to increase the rcprcuenta:ivc area rizc of say SC: of crinir::cnrf 
and unconditional data. Consider the nituation-depicted in I’LTI ! of Figure 4-l;. 
Two areas, 5 and h, are separated by an amount 5 in space or time. 5acaues tba 
conditional data are tabc!atcd ior a 60 n.mi. diameter area, wc rchrll begin with a 
60-mile area in our example. The taoula?ed-JO-mile ground-observed uncorxfir~onalt 
can be converted to 60 mile satellite unconditionaie using the Tr+zcfer !.!atrix derived 
in Section 3.4). We wish to derive the unconditional clcud-amount distribut!an ior . 
new enlarged (doubled) erca. & and the conditional relationship &em&al and/or 
spatial) between B and A. - 
We know, or can readily calculate the IoIlowinF;: 
P(a) The unconditional c?oud- amount ircquency diotr:butlon 
for area 2. Assuming that 5 axd b arc within the oama . 
region and/or month, P(a) = P(b). 
P,bla) 
We wish to find: 
P(A) 
PX(UIA) 
This may either bc taken d!rcc:ly from tha Rcvtsed !bto . . 
Bank (if X = 24 hours or 200 ml&co) or scnlcd-to the 
proper time or distance, 2. 
I 
Obtained by scaling the ZOO-mile spatial conditionaJ 
array in the Revised Data Bank to 60 n.mi. 
.’ . 
1 : 
The unconditional distribution for enlarged area &. and 
the conditional relationship botwocn ,R and &. ~gafn UFO 
assume P(A) = P(B). 
Using the Markov dependency assumption, WC can write: 
P(a, b, c, d) = Ha) P60(cIa) PXb/4 P60(dlb) (4.6) 
where 
P(a, b, c, d) is the joint probability of events in a!1 four arcas. 
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r?ciizing the cloud cover in A to ‘0~ - * the aivcrag:c of the cloud cGwr a and c while - - 
the clor:tl co’vcr in Bib the a:crag,r ut’ b and d, w’c nl.ty write: 
-- 
P(A, a) = P(ac, bclh (4.7) 
-- 
To ilnd P(ac, bd), the K\Vf<EIiE locatlon matrix shox*n in Table q-7 atId deiined ix 
the prcviolls study is used four-dimensionally. 
TABLE 4-7 
CLOlil) GROUP i OCliTIOS X~\TRI?< 
(KWHERE) 
1 2 3 4 5 . ~ 
-.- 
1 ;r. 2 3 3 
2 7 2 3 4 
2 2 3 4 4’ 
3 3 -1 .?I 4 
1 ‘i 4 4 5 
. . 
. (The KWIIERE matrix simply ixdicates the appropriate, cloud category for an area 
composed of two qua1 arcas whose cIc.ld CdtCgOriCs azc the row and column mar- 
gins of the K%‘I-IEKE matrix. ) The dcsircd unconditional distribution may be found 
from a row sum of the resultant P(A, B). 
. 
i. c. P(A) = c P(A, 5). 
R 
(4.8) 
Sotc that with internally consistent data WC would have: 
I’(A) q F(B) = z P(A,B). 
FinalI?, WC can determine the desire& Px(GIA) bv dividxq I hraugh the joint 
distribution by the row sum. 
+(BIA) = . 
t 
(4.10) 
. 
; . ’ 
A subroutine which takes the :nput parameters on the right side of Eq. (4. 6) and 
return: with the dcsircd P(A) and Ps(BI-4) is listed :. Section B.3 of Appendix B. 
1 
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As an aside, we s’lall simply list !lere a Monte Carlo procedure which, if 
repeated often enough, will duplicate the four-dimensional application of the 
KWHERE matrix . 
1) Average the P(a) distribution in a cumulative format and set 
F(A, B) = 0. 
I 
2) Select a cloud cover for a by chcosing a random number in the - 
interval 0 to 1 and entering P(a). 
3) Determine cloud covers for b and c’from PX(b[a) and P60(c1a). 
4). Determine cloud cover for $,from P60(dlb). 
5) Determine A = G and B = bd from KWHERE matrix. , 
6) Add one to the appropriate A, B location in P(A, B). 
7) ’ Repeat Steps 1 through 6 many times. 
8) Divide thc.final P(A, B) by the row sum P(A) to get PX(BIX). 
We have now doubled the representative area size ‘of PX(hla) to yield 
PX(BIA). If we now wish to redouble the area size, it makes ,a difference whether 
:IXl’ in Figure d-I2 represents a distance or a time separation. If a distance, the 
procedure is straightforward. Scale the new PX(BIA) to a distance -h x 6C -Z 85. 
(The radius or diameter in.:reases as the square root of the area. ) Again using 
the Markov dependency assumption, we can write (see Part 2 of Figure 4-12): 
P(A,B, C, D) -= P(A) Pg5 (CIA) PX(B\A) PS5(D]B) (4. 11) 
where now: 
P(A’, B’) = P(=, %). (4.12)’ . 
Eq. (4. 11) and (4. 12) are id.entical in iorm to Eq. (4. 6) and (4.7) so that we can 
now continue as before. 
If “X1’ represents a time separation, an intermediate step is required. 
Before we can calculate either Ps5(CIA) or Psi, (DI B) (numerically identical) in 
Eq. (4. 11) above, we must first enlarge Pzoo (bla) (from the Revised Data Bank) 
to P200(BIA) and then scale down to 85 n.mi. Thus, enlarging temporal conditionals 
beyond the first doubling requires the simultaneous enlargement of spatial condi- 
tionals. 
. 
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Analysis of Results 
The r.ewly derived arca enlarging procedure was used to triple the. repre- 
sentaiive arca si,ze of the unconditional and tcmpoial conditiona’t distributions for 
. Regions 4 and 11. These data were stratified by year and season, respectively. 
(The same seasonal definition as used in Section 4. 1.2 above. ) .The results were 
then compared with observed values and with similar results derived from the 
previous area enlargement technique. To simulate a data base, the nine data 
extraction circles were grouped into thrco sets of three contiguous circles, and 
. new unconditional and temporal conditional data were tabulated. (Due to the unusual .- . . 
shapes of the new areas, calcu!ations‘.of spatial conditionals w’erc not attempted. ), + 
Table 4-8 compares the performance of the tuo area erlargemcnt techniques 
in simulating unconditional distributions for an enlarged arca for both regions am! 
all seasons. On the average, the per-clement error using the new procedure is’, 
only one-third as large as that using the old method. In Table 4-9, the detailed . 
results of area enlarging the 24-hour ternFor= 1 conditiqnal.for Region 11, Season 1, 
arc presented. The mean per-clement errors for both methods are listed in Table 
4-10 by rcgfon and season. The ne’.v results represent a modr.st (25%) improvc- 
ment over the earlier method. Some extenuating circumstances are worth men- 
tioning: 
1) The oblong shape of the three cor.tiguous data circles may not 
be entirely representative cf a more uniform tripling.of area 
size. 
2: Due to assumptions inherent in the method, the original area- 
.cnlarge technique should perform the best for small area 
increments and become worse’ as the representative arca 
increases. The new method is not limited by the same 
assumptions. 
3) An exact solution is probably not possible. In any event, a 
’ more accurate approach would have to take into account the 
spatial. distributions of the predominant cloudiness. 
. i 
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e TABLE 4-8 
AREA ENLARGING OF UNCONDITIONALS 
.45 .37 .08 .09 .Ol 
.26 .56 . 10 .08 0 
.34 .48 . 10 .07 .Ol 
.32 .52 -08 .08 0 -- 
Region 4, Annual 
1 2 >3 4 5 E 
- 
1 2 3 -4 5 1 E 1 
2 3 4 5 
Region I I, Season 1 
I 1 2 3 -I s I E 
.28 .15 -07 .30 m20 -=j m’ .20 .27 .13 .32- -08 _ 
. 19 .22 .I1 .37 .11 - 1 -36 -02 _ 
.20 . 17 . 17 .31 . I5 .044 
’ B I ; 10 .34 .18 
 18 2  l.; 6 - 12 12 / L-1, ::z- 2’ ::: ::‘, ::I :::I 
Region 11, Season 2 Region 11, Season 3 
II 2 3 4. 5 1 ‘E Legend 
.22 .14 .ll .29 .24 
. 12 .21 .12 .44 .ll 
.15” .16 .19 .34 .16 
.I2 .22 .16 L&9 . 11 
hegion 11, Season 4 
Original unconditional distribution 
Unconditionals for enlarged area 
i 
Results of old technique 
Results of new technique 
. . 
: 
: 
E Meariper-e!ement error : I 
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TABLE 4-9 
AREA ENLARCZNG OF TEMFORAL CONDITIONALS; REGION 11,’ SEASON 1 
.34 .20 .08 .28 .I0 
Original 
24-Hour TCON : 
Enlarged 
24-Hour TCON : 
Result, 
Old Technique : 
. 14 .21 .09 .33 .23 I 
.09 . 18 . 16 .33 ..2: 
.05 .14 .09 .42 .30 
* 03 .07 .05 .40 .45 1 
. 16 .-lo. . 16 .28 0 
.05 .29 . 13 .38, .12 
.03 -22 . i6 -51 .88 
.02 . 10 . 13 .55 . 17 
.Ol .04 .06 -53 .36 
.21 .23/ -21 .27 .08 
.08 .I8 . 19 -.43 .f 12- 
.07 . 14 . 18 .44 . 17 
.04 : 10 . 14 .47 .25 
.02 .08 . 13 .44 .33 
Result, 
New Technique : 
r 
. 16 .24 . 17 .36 .07 
.07 .19 . li, .48 .I0 
.06 .I6 . 15 .49’ .14 
.03 .11 . 12 .54 .‘20 
.Ol ..07 .lC .56 ,26 
68 ‘. 
i 
.Mean Per-Element 
Error = .0536 
Mean Per-Klement 
Error z ,042-l 
, 
i 
7 
i 1 
i ! 
TAELE 4-,I0 
ERROR COMPARISON OF OLD Ai\lrD NEW .4REA ENLARGE PROCEDirRES 
Regions 
Region 4, Annual 
Region 11, Season 1 
Region 11, Season 2 
Region 11, Season 3 
Region 11, Season 4 
Old Techniouc A 
.04:0 
.0536 .0424 
.0552 
.0420 .0372 
.0708 .: 
New Technique 
.0340 
* 0260 
I 
4.2.2 Area Adjustment of Unconditional Distributions 
The procedure described in the previous section provides for the calculation 
of probabilities for areas larger thar. the observeG area, but does not permit calcu- 
lations for arc,as smaller than an obsarved area. The following more approximate 
procedure was therefore developed which.provides estimates of unconditional pro- 
babilities for areas either larger or.smaller than the observed area. 
The procedure is based upon a replacement of the original discrete cloud- 
amount probability distributicn function (as represented by the five cloud categories) 
by a continuous distribution function. Some assumption is then made as ta the varia- . 
tion of this function with ohahgixig area size. 
.- 
We have selected a simple normal 
probability curve, with mean p and standard deviation.~, as the continuous distribution 
function. There 5re a number of reasons for this choice. 
1) It can be shown that the assumption of a normal distribution is strictly 
true for cloud sizes smaller than the iield of view. (It will be seen that the adopted 
technique produces acceptable resuits even for U or J shaped initial condition-.) 
2) The normal probability curve is well known, widely tabulated and requires 
onIy two parameters tc be completely specrfied. 
Figure 4- 13 illustrates the application of the normal appronimation to cloud- 
amount distributions. In this representation, the area I to the left‘of the x = 0 boun- 
dory is interpreted as the probability of zero cloud ccver P1 and the area II to the 
right of the x = 1 boundary is interpreted as the probability of IO@& cloud cover P5: 
the probabilities of intermediate degrees of cloud cover P2, P3 and p-l aYe obtained 
/ 
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Figure 4- 13 -Analytical Representation of the Probability 
of Fractional ClcufJ Cover . 
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by integration of the normal probability curve over the appropriate ranges of x. ,Thc 
degree of realism of this rcprcscntation is indicated in Figare 4-14, which presents 
a typical comparison of actual probabilities for the va rious cloud cover groups with 
calculated probabilities, based on representation of those obaervcd values by a 
normal probability curve. 
As the second- point of this area increase/deer aase procedure, consider the 
variation with area change of the probabili‘ty P, of the cloud group composed of a!i 
cloud groups neither completely clear nor completely overcast. (i.e., P I a = P2 i 
P3 + p4.; The probability of this cloud group will obviously increase with-increasing 
area size. This iixrease will be linear with increasing 
diameter of arca so long as the observation area is not too large compared with 
individual cloud areas. These considerations suggest that the variation of P, with 
the diameter D of anobserved area could be represented as ,P 
dP,/dD = P,/D. (4. 13) 
Eq. (4. 13) must be modified, however, for large observation areas (where P, be- 
cdmcs large) to conform to the limiting condition that P, must approach but not 
exce*:d unity. This can be reasonably well pccomplishcd by the foJ!owing, simple . . _* .-- 
modification of Eq. (4. 13): 
_I 
,‘* 
dPot/dD = (I-‘@) (1 - PaI (4. 14) 
which has the solution 
where 
P, = R + (1.’ Poro)/Pe; 1 ., 
R = D/D 0 
1~ (4.15) 
-_. 
and the subscript o refers to starting or reference conditions. 
The above results are utilized as follows. From a given set of unconditional 
probabilities for an initial -?iameter D o, parameters of the corresponding normal 
distribution (p and U) and Pa0 are calculated. Then, from Eq. (4. l5), for any 
other larger or smaller diameter D, the parameter P, is calculated. The corres- 
ponding standard deviation of the appropriate normal probability curve is then 
related to P, by the equation 
(4. 16) 
-, ’ 
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Figure 4- 14 Comparison of Observed and Normal Probability 
Curve Distributions 
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whcrc erf represents the error. function, defined as the integral over a standardized 
normal distribution: 
crf (x) . = (d&)(y exp (- t2) dt 
0 
This equation can then be easily solved numerically for O; Finally, values of P1, 
. . . , P3 for the new area size ere obtained by using this value of u together with 
tables of the normal probability function or error function. (We have programmed 
and used this procedure in the Telcomp computer language. ; 
Some indication of the accuracy.of the above procedure is given in Figure 
4-15 for a 25: 1 area increase ratio (corresponding to a diameter ratio of So/lo) 
and in Figure 4- 16 for a 25:l area decrease ratio, based on data compiled during 
the pievious study. Also shown in Figure 4-15 are the original unconditional 
distributions for a lo area. . (It is interesting to note the transition i.3, the original 
distribution shape from Region 9 (high latitude) to 11 (mid-latitude) to 19 (sub- . 
trcplcal) to 4 (tropical) as the curve passes from U to bell shape. This effect was 
noted previously in Section 2.2.2. ) It may he noted, that for all cases the area 
scaled data are in fair to good agreement with the.observed data, both for area 
increase and area decrease ratios of 25: I. 
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a 25:l Area Increase 
Regicn I I Region 15 
,Figwa 4.16 Cornprrlaon of t’ncon-di~iofal Protmbi!~ti~a Ccr 
a L5:I Arca 2ccrcasc 
I’i-.c basic structure of a hiontc Carlo simulation procedure was outlined 
in Scqtion 2.3. 1. Although dcvigned specifica]lg to simulate repeated iooks at .a 
given area, the same genera) procedure :s rczdily adaptable to more complex 
:,ituations surh AS simulations of cloud cover in orbital swx:hs, or varying time 
intervals bctwcen bbscrvations. An example of one of the many possible presen- 
tation f?r.mats was presented ir. Figure 1-3. In that figure, the percent of cloud- 
irec co<crage is plotted against the cumulative probahi‘lity of achieving that 
covcra;lc as a iunction of the number oi satellite passes or ooscrvations. ln 
revic:vi.ng result.3 such as these, oae important fact should be kept in :nind:- 
1:‘h.l; we a-t rcaliy simuiatizg is Ihc.poi::r,tial performance2 of a viclicon camera 
systrln v:ith the socctral and spatial resolution characteristics of the data source - 
I. c. bISS.it or Xixbus. \Vays must bc iound to adjust these results for varying 
sensor types (x*isiblc, infrared, microwave) and for varying spatis! resolutions. 
l3y .lnr! i.rrqc. the adjustti>cnt4 for different scnsbr types must await the 
inclusion in t!le cloud model of otlxr data types such as ,cloud hcigbt and thickness 
fcr inl:.~rcci mcasurcmaqLs and c!oud water content and drop size for microwave 
mc:a.sl:rem~nts. The aajustmcnts for varying-spatial resolutions also require 
information as to the horizontal distribution (spatial frcqucxies) of cloud cover 
and therefore oi cloud type. but ha.rc at least, some preliminary ground work 
has a1re;ldy.p l~cn done. 
Shenk and Salomonson (197 1) halve studied the effects of sensor spatial 
resolution on satellite estimates of cloud cover using simulated cloud data. 
Their results are prcsenred in terms of the ratlo, 11, of area1 aloud size to area1 
rcsolutiori element size. Having some estimate of the value of this ratio is 
important in simulation work, since 2s the resalution element of a sensor be- 
comes smaller, more and more of the available clear areas become usable. 
(For the purposes of this discussion, we define a l’l:sabler’ data element as 
being totally clc.zd-free. Obvicusly for certain applica!.ions rhis is unrealistic, 
but it will serve to clarify the nature of the relationship bctwcen the sensor reso- 
lution element and tnean cloud size or its inverse. the mean :‘::zlc”. size. ) 
Beyond a certain point - i.e., when the resoic;ion element reaches the size of 
the smallest clear arca - nothing will be gained from a further improvement in 
sensor resolution. 
In order to demonstrate how the ratio R can affect the Monte Carlo simu- 
lation results, WC used the curves presented in Figure 5-l which show the rela- 
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tionship between true and estimated cloud cover as 2 function of R. (Figure 5-l is 
taken from 2 preliminary version of the Shenk and Salomonson report. ) T!:is nomo- 
gram was generated using three simulated cloud patterns: (1) 2 regularly spaced 
pattern of homogeneous dots ‘arranged in rows and columns, (2) 2 randomiy arranged, 
irregularlf.spaced pattern of the same dots, and (3) a. heterogeneous cloud size dis- 
tribution irregularly spaced. From this figure, it can b2 seen that wit!: a resolution 
clement one-tenth the area of the mean cloud size (R = 16). 2 true 30% cloud cover 
has the same effect as a 58% cloud cover. Thus, with R = 10 only 42% of the reso- 
lution elements will be usable (cloud-free), even though 70% of the total area is 
cloud-free. 
. 
In Figure 5-2 we have plotted (R = 10 curve) the anticipated coverage of a 
one-pass mission over an area with an unconditional cloud-amount frcquexy dis- 
tribution as indicated in Table 5-l. The unconditional distribution P(i) is first 
arranged in a cumulative format and then plotted against the.correspnding (cumu- 
lative) coverege. 
c. . , 
TABLE 5-1 .’ - 
‘ONE-PASS SI+JLATiON 
_” 
. . 
1 0 100 .20 .20 100 
2 1; 2,3 70 -‘90 . 13 .33 2_ 70 
3 4,s 50 - 60 
.07 .40 
I 
I 2 50 
4 6,7,8,9 10 - 40 
I 
.24 .64 ’ 
I 
.z 13 
5 10 0 .36 . 1.00 . z 0 
j 
/ : 
Note that by a simple binomial expansion of the points in this curve we can.simu- 
late the probabilities of “single looks” after any number of passes. For example, 
if we have a 33% chance of obtaining 70% or more coverage for one pass, we can 
calculate the probability of obtaining that same coverage on at least one pass after 
N passes as follows: ! 
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Figcrc 5-2 Changes in Simulation Results as a Function of R 
where 
N 
P= 1 X’ m(N-k)! 
k 
LS3) t1 - .33)“‘l-- .’ 
!r=l 
( - 
_ (5. 1) 
P is the desired probability. )‘ 
We have arbitrarily assumed that R = .lO for the mission being simulated. 
We now wish to examine the anticipated change in simulation results fDr an order 
of magnitude increase of decrease in’the R ratio. (A Ji% change in sensor resolution.) 
These changes are shown In Figure 5-2. Consider the coverage q 50% point in 
Figure 5- 1 as .an example. The R = 10 and Estimated Cloud Cover = 50% intcrscc- 
tion point occurs at a True Clolld cover value of approximately 27%. Follo.+..ing 
the 27% line back to R = 1 or forward to R = 100, one can read-the new estimated 
cloud cover. The corresponding coverage (one m.inus the cloud cover) is then 
plotted in Figure 5-2. As can be seen, the spatial resolution can significantiy 
affect the simulation results. 
In the discussion above v..e have made some fairly unrealistic assumptions 
and h.avc totally neglected other considerations such as the transparency of certain 
cloud types to some satellite sensors. Nevertheless , it is c’.ear that any simula- 
tion procedure must take into account the spatial and spectral c!laracteristics of 
the sensor being simulated. The denominator of the R valce (ti-.e sensor resolution) 
is known. What is unknown is the numerator - the mean cloud >;~e. This will vary 
from region to region and from season to season. Before our :,imulation results 
can safely be extended to other satellite systems, new c!oud-type and cloud spacing 
data will be required. The effects of a given cloud cover on various sensors can 
then be reduced to a common denominator. 
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6. SEVERE WEATIJER STATISTICS 
;.“/ _.. ,._ _. 
Task 5 of the contract called for the development of severe weather stati- 
stics for as many cloud regions as possible. Severe weather is defined here as 
the occurrence of any of the following: 
Q Thunderstorms 
8 Winds 2 50 knots associated with thunderstorms 
@ Tornadoes 
Q Tropical cyclones 
We recognize that other weather phenomena may be termed “severe; I’ 
e.g., blizzards, extreme heat or cold. It is those severe weather phenomena 
listed above, however, that impact most seriously on electromagnetic energy propn- 
Lation through the atmosphere. This working definition was coordinated with NASA/ 
MSFC. 
To compute climatological severe weather statistics for the globe (or &en’ 
for North America) from raw observational data would require the acquisition, . 
processing, and analysis of an enormous amriunt of data. Such a task is well beyond 
the scope of this study. Thus, our approach was to acquire available climatological 
studies and analyze the results with the objective oi eliminating any discrepancies 
between stuiiics. 
i 
6. 1 Thunderstorm Statistics i. ! 
1 
; 
The most recent comprehensive global collection of thunderstorm data was I I 
that compiled by the World Meteorological Organization (1953 and 1956). The WMO . . 
requested such data from the various meteorological services over the world. : 
Before discussing the thunderstorm statistics, it is necessary to recognize that 
‘ 
there are some serious limitations to the data. 
In the first place, a thunderstorm day is defined (by international agreement) 
as a local calendar day on which thunder is heard. This does not take into account 
the number of thunderstorms occurring,on that.day, or the intensity or duration of 
the storms. The necessity for thunder to bc heard to count as‘a thunderstorm day 
limits the area covered by each observation station to a circular area about 20 km 
radius. It is possible that distant thunder may be ignored by an observer, particu- 
, 
4 
; . 
i : 
: , 
larly in the tropics during the rainy season whenthunderstorms are common. 
! 
I 
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Other .factors affecting the accura:y of the data ire: 
Q There is wide variation in the number of years of record for 
both land and oc.ean regions. 
0 Many ocean regions have very sparse data coverage and data 
distribution is erratic in space a& time. 
Q The thunderstorm day figures.for ocean areas are based on 
ships’ observations of thunder heard or lightning seen and are 
converted from station to area (5’latitude by 5’ longitude) based 
on the period of record; the number of observations and thcore- 
. tical probability formulas. (Th e reader is referred to the original 
WMO publication for a detailed discussion of the method for compu- 
ting frequency over the oceans (WMO, 1956). 
8 Charts of the global thunderstorm frequency were necessarily 
smoothed because isolincs did not always match in regions along‘ 
the boundaries of neighboring countries. 
Eespite the formidable data limitations, the WMO analyses provide a”gross I 
picture of monthly, seasonal, and yearly thunderstorm frequency over the globe. It 
should be recognized that the natslre of the p,h,enomena does not lend itself to’ the 
relatively simple homogeneous region concept used for the cloud statistics. There 
arc very sharp gradients of thunderstorm frequency over many tropical and sub- ’ 
tropical regions. Nevertheless, Figure 6-l shows a stepwise latitude-longitude 
depiction of various annual percent frequencies of thunderstorm occurrence to allow 
for the possibility of computer application. Figure 6-l is based primarily upon the 
WMO data, although adjustments were made in the tropical South Atlantic, tropical 
Southeast Pacific and tropical South Indian Cceans where satellite data from our 
cloud statistics study indicate that these are moderate to strong convective regions. 
Our adjustment reflects a modest increase in frequency for these areas based upon 
the information implicit in describing the predominant cloud types in these regions 
as convective. As will be seen, the actual frequency may stili be considerably 
higher than shown. 
Superimposition of the cloud homogeneous regions upon regions of similar 
thunderstorm frequencies show that the regions are compatible in at least some 
areas of the globe; e.g., northern South America where high thunderstorm frequency 
agrees with the descriptions of cloud Regions 2 and 25 as regions with predominantly 
convective-type cloudiness. In other areas it is not compatible, as different percent 
? 
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frequency boundaries are perpendicular to and cross various homogeneous cloud 
regions; e.g., as in the wcstcrn half of the North Atlantic Ocean. 
Refinements \verc made in the frequencies over the Australian continent 
based upon data received from the Australian Bureau of Meteorology (1964). Refinc- 
. 
mats were considered unncccssary for Canada after examining a Canadian paper on 
the subject (Kendall and Petric, 1962). 
Figures 6-2 through 6-5 show the seasonal analyses of thunderstorm frequency 
(unadjusted). As cxpectcd, over most regions, the frequency is highest during the 
warmer months of the year; e.g., in the United States and Japan about’one-half the 
annual number of thunderstorms occur in June,:..Tuly and August, while in Australia 
50% of the annual number arc observed in’De’ceg;ber, January and February.. In 
‘tropical latitudes, the thunderstorm frequency generally follo~.vs the movement of 
the intertropical convergcncc zone (ITCZ) with maximum occurrence in Summer and 
Fall (northern hemisphere) between 5O and 15ON latitude. Thi.s is particularly true 
over Africa, ti:e Western Caribbean and Malays.ia. 
Beginning in i967, the i‘lational Hurricane Center (NHC) has used satellite 
information in combination with conventional. data to identify and track tropical dis- 
turbances. At NIX. a disturbance iras been defined as as a migratory system that 
persists for at least 24 hours and covers an area at least 1GO to 300 miles in dia- 
meter, with apparently intense convection, (Simpson et al, 1969). Their analyses 
identified 61, 110 and 111 disturbances in 1967, 1968 and 1969, respectively 
(Simpson et al, 1968, 1969 and Frank, 1970). Results indicate t!lat the majority 
of disturbances that enter the Caribbean Sea from th? cast during Summer and 
Fall originate over Africa. Carlson (1969) in a further analysis of 1968 African 
I 
; . I 
disturbances indicates the frequency to be one per 3.2 days. Because these are , 
convective disturbances that form or pass through the regions of very high thunder- 
storm frequency over Africa (likely contributing to the observed high frequency) and 
because evidence from satellite data indicates these disturbances can frequently be 
tracked across the Atlantic, it suggests that the thunderstorm frequencies shown for 
Summer, Fall and annually in Figures 6-4, 6-5 and 6-l arc prcbably much too 10~ 
for the tropical Atlantic between the African Coast and the Caribbean Sea. 
i - 
To further ccmplicate the problem of accurately determining thunderstorm 
frequency, “cloud clusters” that have beenobserved by satellite over tropical 
regions have been shown to be largely nonconservative; i. e., two-thirds of those 
obscrvcd in 1969 persisted for‘two days or less. Cloud clusters are defined as a 
cloud mass of at least 3’ latitude diameter and a cloud cover greater than 50%. 
lJndoubtedly, many cloud clusters contain thunderstorm cells and the observation 
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that 175 different cloud cluster systems occurred soath of 30°N in the ,Atlantic 
during the July, August and September 1969 period enforces the notion that thunder- 
storm frequency is much higher than depicted in the WMO analyses in these regions. 
’ It is recommended that a separate study be performed to more accurately 
determine frequency of thunderstorms in the tropical’ocean areas - particularly 
in view of i’rc impact of thunderstorm occurrence on the electromagnetic sensor 
data. . 
6.2 Tornado and Severe Thunderstorm Statistics for the United States 
Thunderstorm frequency data for the United States was suppliedto the WMO 
by our National Weather Service (formerly,Wcather Bureau) but no update of this 
statistical information has been compiled in the past 15 years. 
There has been, however, a comprehensive collection and analysis of scvcre 
local storm occurrences in the United States for the period 1955-67 by the National 
Severe Storms Forecast Center (Staff, SJ.S Unit, 1969). Their definition of severe’ 
storms is the occurrence of wind gusts in excess of 50 knots (related to convective 
phenomena) and/or the occurrence of hail 2 3/4” in diameter. This definition, of 
course, includes tornadoes but does not include ordinary thunderstorms that produce 
less severe effects. Nevertheless, the summary does provide useful information 
regarding the frequency of severe thunderstorms and tornadoes in the United States. 
It is not the intention here to reproduce their results in detail, but rather to discuss 
the frequency of severe local storms , in terms of the previously defined homogeneous 
cloud r cgions. 
Because severe local storms are micro or meso scale phenomena and 
because their duration is generally of the order of minutes to an hour or SO at 
most, many occurrences may go unobserved or, if observed, sometimes go 
unreported. Thus, there is a tendency for higher frequencies of’occurence near . . 
populated regions, although this tendency has diminished with time. (Suburban 
and rural areas are now more populated and there is increasing public interest 
in reporting severe l&al storm occurrences. ) Comparison of Figures 6-6 and 
6-7 which show tornado distributions (as reported) for the period 1880 to 1942 
(Showalter and Fulks. 1943) and 1955 to 1967 is a striking illustration - not of 
tremendously increased tornado activity - but of increased awareness and respon- 
sibility in reporting tornadoes. The reliability of the statistics has increased in 
the past two decades. , 
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Figure 6-6 Tornado Distributions; 188L\ to 1942 
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Figure 6-7 . Tornado Distributions; 1955 to 1967 
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It is rcadilf apparent that the highest frequency of tornadoes occurs in the 
area from Texas northward through the Central Flains and castward through the 
southern Midwest.. The Central C;lf States also exhibit relativeiy high frequencies 
with fewest occurrences over the West Coast, states, Rockies, and the extreme 
Northeast. 
On t!:e basis of the number of tornadoes’and severe thunderstorms observed 
and the time of the year with maximum frequency, homogeneous. severe local storm 
regions were defined for the United States.. These regions are shown in Figure 6-8 _ 
upon which is superimposed the homogeneous cloud regions. The average number . 
of tornadoes for each of the six severe storm regions was computed from data for 
individual states for four seasons and is shown in Figures 6-9 through 6-12. 
Teynado Region 3 lies almost entirely.witk,.in cloud Region 19. In Region 3 maxi- 
mum tornado frequency is in the Spring with almost uniform distribution through 
the remainder of the year. The western quarter of cloud Region 19, however, is 
in Region 1, an area of very high tornado frequency. Within cloud Region 11 arc 
:. 
portions (or all) of four different tornado regions. Thus, the large variability of 
tornado frequency within some cloud regions leads to’ the recommendation that the 
cloud regions as they are presently defined not be used to identify homogeneous 
regions of severe weather. -: 
Another tornado statistic of interest is shown in Figure 6-13. It indicates - 
the average number of tornado days during the month of the year that has the 
maximum number of tornado days. Texas and Kansas exhibit the highest.average 
number of tornado days. 
Severe thunderstorm patterns show similar. (to tornado patterns) relative 
frequncies between regions with the maximum number of occurrences in severe 
storms Region 1. Percentage of days with thunderstorms with wind gusts over 
60 knots range from a high of 9 to 12%.in Kansas, Oklahoma and Texas to 4 to 8% 
in the Midwest to less than 1% in part of the Northeast and Far West. The reader 
is referred to the original report for complete details (Staff, SLS Unit, 1969). 
We -;/ould like to reemphasize at this point, that the confidence factor 
regarding she absolute values for trequency of severe weather phenomena as -- 
defined in this report is not high. The more useful part of the information 
concerns the relative frequency of occurrences between different regions of the 
globe. Hcre.one can be reasonably confident that the relative differences, in 
most cases, will probably be maintained with a larger data sample. While this 
. 
Figure 6-8 Severe Local Storm Regions; .Al.nual 
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Figure 6- 11 Tornado Frequencies; Summer 
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Figure 6- 12 Tornado Frequencies; Fall 
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Figura 6.. 13 Maximum Montnly Avcragc: ci Tornado Daya 
ravi~rd in the lighC of the ba::cr routine g!ohal atiscrra::ooci crprbility provided 
by satcllitcs. An axample of zn area af tks v,orld whcra prcr!ous oetimrtaa of 
tha rrzztial 3vcra(~c rwmbar of tr’opical s*%3rms ie in error by z large amount is 
the eastern North Pacific 0ccn.l where shi.pping, aircraft rcconnais~ance and 
eaCeItito covornlr,c WC c qu:Cc! tin-&cd until rcccntlp. hiorc npecific details on 
the pret;louJ Orror in annut tropicai rgclonc frequency in this region ~511 be 
given later in tbit aoction. 
Tropical CydOnCc3 QCCUr in-Khc rCgian n of the voTld shown by the mean 
tracks for these storms in Figure o-.14. Theac mcnn tracks s& suucrimposcd 
upon the I-xxaopeneous cloud climatological regions. Tracks of j-ldivtdual storms . 
vary considerably from the moan. 
The average frcqucncies of tropical cyclones by months for v+rious rcgtons 
aro listad in Tabla 6-I. The figures in Tab10 6-1 were compiled from various 
sources and these arc indicxtud for each region. The Northwest Pacific Ocean 
has the larnost x’orago annual frcqucncy (21. 1) by far. They have been ktlown to 
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TABLE 6-1 
AVERAG-E FREQUENCY OF TROPICAL CYCLONES (BY MONTHS) 
. . 
Total Scptl - 
2.7 1.7 T '. 1.9 1.0 
3.9'12.0 
Jul 1 Aug 
-T- 
0.6 1.8 
Dee Nov 1 
I 
Jan Feb -AMar Apr 
=-I--’ 
May -- 
* 
Jun 
b.5 
North Atlantic Ocean’ 
1901 - 1963 
Computed from Cry 
(19h5) 
Eastern North Pacific 
Ocean 
East of 140°E 
North Pacific Ocean 
Lcng. 170° Westward 
1901 .- 1940 
Dunn and Miller (1960) 
North Indian Ocean - 
Bay of Bengal 
Dunn and Miller (1960) 
North Indian Ocean - 
Arabian Sea 
Dunn and Miller (1960) 
South Indian Ocean - 
Madagascar 
Eastward to 90°E 
Dunn and Miller (1360) 
South Indian Ocean - 
Northwest Auotralia 
(38 years of data) 
Brunt and Hogan (l956) 
South Pacific Ocean - 
Northeast -Australia 
(50 years of d&ta) 
Brunt ,rnd Hogan (1956: 
?uth Pacific Ocean - ‘. 
i .st of Fiji Islands 
i340- 1956’ 
Gabites (1956) 
0.3 o.2(A) 
I ,*I.* /*I* 7.8 i 
0.8 
1.6 
0.7 1.0 
1.6 2.1 
t- 
3.2 4. 2 
0.1 5:7 
0.1 10.8 
1.7 1.2 21.1 
1910 - 1940 ' 
1960 - 1969(E) I ::";':"'"j 
0.4 0 2 , , 0.3 
0.1 0.0 0.2 
0.1 0.0 0.0 
1.3 1.7 1.2 
0.5 0.6 0.6 
-- 
0.9 0.8 0.9 
1.1 1.2 0.1’ * 
0. 1 
0.2 
0.7 
- 
4.6 3.7 
T 
1.6 0.4 
0‘. 2 0.5 $6 1.0 0.4 . 
+ 0.3 0.1 
I 
6.0 0.7' 0.9 
0.3 0.i 
0.2 
0. 1, 
0.6 
0.1 0.2 1.5 
5. 1 
+ 
0.1 
r 0.3 2. l(c) 
-- 
‘3. 1(D’ 
4.6 
0.1 
.’ 
0.2 
* 
b.2 0.5 9 
0.3 
0.3. 0.2 
(A’ Total December-May inclusive. Director of 
(B) Estimated for montho based on ratio from total number. (Cl Annual summaries for period 1962- 1963 through 1966- 1967 indicate. Meteorology 
average of 9 per.year. 1966, (D) . Annual summaries for period 1962- 196i through 1966- 1967 indicate M;, a, 1968b 
average cf 6 per year. and 1969. 
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occur in all months of the year; but maximum frequency is in late Summer and 
Fall - similar to other northern hemisphere regions where tropical cyclones 
occur. 
In the North Atlantic area, which includes the Caribbean Sea and the Gulf 
of Mexico, the long-term averabe is near eight per year, but the mnual variation 
is large, ranging from one in some years to a maximum of 21 in 1933. Five-year 
running averages computed by Punn and Miller (1960) show that the averages were 
near 6 per year from 1901 to 19313 and around 10 per year from 1931 to 1960. For 
the past decade, the average was 9 per year. The climatological probability of 
tropical cyclones in the North Atlantic by month is shown in Figure 6-15. This, 
of course, is the probability of occurrence XV’&’ ’ ,,.jm any part of this large region. -- 
The probability for a tropical .:yclone at any particular location on any particular 
day of, the month is considerably lower than the proba’oilities’shown in Figure 6- 15. 
Thus, it is easy to see that tropical cyclones are a relatively rare event for a 
particular area;. e.g., relative to the number of exixatropical cyclones, However, 
as was mentioned in Section 6. 1, tropical disturbances (from which hurricanes 
form) are common in,ocean areas during the tropical cyclone season (Simpson 
et al., 1969 and Frank, 1970). These relatively weak hurricane seedlings, while 
not possessing the required surface wind speeds and circulation characteristics 
of tropical storms or hurricanes , often cover about the same area (as given by 
the cloud mass) as does the stronger disturbance. From the point of view of 
r?lcctromagnetic degradation, the cloud pattern and type (mostly convective with 
cirrus biowoffs) may have nearly the same effect.for both the. tropical disturbance 
and the tropical storm or hurricane;’ The major difference is that in the hurricane 
there are spiral cloud bands of very intense convection that Zeed into the hurricane 
circulation. (Within these “feeder bands, I* attenuation of. sensor data will be . 
most pronounced. ) Convective bands, somewhat less intense, are often noted 
within the ordinary tropical disturbance. It is apparent to us that new studies 
based uRon the last 5 years of daily global satellite data are required to assemble 
statistics on tropical disturbances andcloud clusters in tropical and equatorial 
~ r.egi0r.s. 
Returning to the statistics shown.in Table 6-1 for other regions of the 
globe, it has been shown by Sadler (19641, 3euney (1969) and Baum (1970) that 
tropical cyclone frequency in tte the eastern North.Pacific is considerably higher 
than originally reported by Dunn and Miller 11960). Sadler believea that the num- . 
ber of tropical storms per year may be near 30. In 1970. 20 tropical storms 
were observed in this region. A much longer period of record with the daily 
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satellite coverage is required before a reliable climatology is determined not 
only for the eastern North Pacific, but for the South Pacific and South Indian . 
Oceans as well. -. We believe that in these regions, where shipping is less than 
in the North Atiantic and North Pacific, numerous storms may not have been . . 
detected in the past. For example, in the Northwest Australian region where _. 
the annual average frequency of tropical cyclones was listed as 2. l’basdd on 38 
years of record (Brunt and Hogan, 1956) the summaries for the 5 recent seasons 
(Director of Meteorology, 1965, i966, 1968a, 1968b and -1969) show an’average 
of 9.0. .- .’ 
Aside from the number of storms, the life’of the storm and its area1 
coverage are of interest. Both th- life and the size vary widely between storms 
and are a function of the area of formation and general circulation features influ- 
encing its history. Average -life for the Atlantic storms is 9 days, but may be as 
little as onepr two days and some have been tracked for three to four weeks. 
August storms have an average IZ-day life span; July.and November storms . 
about 8 days. 
The size of the storm varies from about 50 to 100 miles diameter to as 
much as 1000 miles in diameter for.the large Pacific typhoons. Average size is 
about 300 to 500 miles diameter for mature. storms; . _ 
Intensity of the wind circulation is also subject to wide individual variations. 
Tropical storms must havo maximum winds 5 35 knots, but the more intense 
typhoons and hurricanes have wind speeds up to about 175 knots. 
To summarize briefly, the occurrence of tropical cyclones is a relatively 
rare event, although not as rare as believed before the satellite provided daily 
global coverage leaving little chance for an undetected storm. Tropical dinhrr- 
bacces from which tropical cyclones‘form havo boon shown to ba a frequent occur- 
rence. These disturbances are characterized by intonse convection and have 
dimensions similar to tropical storms. Statistics for these tropical disturbances 
over all tropical regions ‘of the giobe are lacking. At the prcsent time, enough 
daily satellite data exist to perform a statistical analysis based on 5 yaars of 
record. It is recommended that such.0 study be performed. 
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7. DISTRIBUTIONS OF WATER VAPOR CONTENT 
Knowledge of the amount of water vapor present in the atmospheee is of 
major importance in estimating the attenuation of electromagnetic radiation between 
the earth’s surface and a satellite or airborne sensor. In order.to provide at least 
a preliminary basis for el;timating the expected attenuation, we have acquired data 
from various sources to determine global distributions of water vapor content (as 
given by vertically integrated precipitable water). 
7.1 Global Distributions - Annual 
In the literature, a recent study reported by Pieiota i19701 discusses water ( 
vapor distributions for the northern hemisphere based on a five-year data sample. . 
The mean annual precipitable water (for t,his sample) shown in Figurb 7-l is. from 
his paper. It shows, in general, that the water vapo,r gradually increases from 
pole to equator as one might expect from tile dependency of water vapor cor.tent on 
temperature. Exceptions to the general zonalxharacteristic of the mean water 
vawr djgtributions arc dry conditions that. are found over high terrain (e. g., 
Rocky Mountains, Himalayan AMountains,’ etc. ) atid over desert regions as in the 
southwest United States, the Sahara, Arabia, Iran, etc. . _ . . ..~. , Regions of highest precip- 
itablc water are over tropical and equatorial ocean areas 2nd over equatorial Africa. 
Figure 7-2, also from Piexoto’s paper , is a vertical cross section of the 
mean specific humidity .across latitxides from south to north. It shows highost 
values within 10’ of the equator near the tiurface and decreases sharply with 
increasing latitude and almost exponentially with clcvatidn. Thus, approximately 
90% of the total water vapor in the atmosphere is below the SOO-mb level. 
Detailed moisture data for the southern hemisphere was studied dnly for 
the ICY period {Cafcndar .Year 1958). Figure 7-3 (after Starr et aI, 1969) shows 
the global time-averaged distribution of p:ecipitabla water for 1958. Comparison 
of the northern hemisphcro pcrdon of Figure 7-3 with Figure i-l shows marked 
similarities. This suggests that the mean s>nual precipitablu water distrrLutions 
are reli%tiveIy Conservative. Thus, we believe the distribution for tLc oouthorn 
hemisphora shown in Figure 7-3 for ISiS may be a close .aooroximaticn to the 
mean annual prscipitable watei for a longer period of record. . 
Highest values in the southern hcmisphcro appear bqtx*een 5O znd 24” 
. 
latitude over South Am&c& and within 10’ of the equator ot.er East Africa and 
near New Guinea (aleo regions of maximu.n tl&ndcrstQrm frequency an discussed . . 
, 
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in Section 6. I).‘- Minimum values occur over the desert regions of Australia and 
there is a gradual north to south decrease to a worldwide low value of lass ihsn 
-2 
. 25 gm cm over Antarctica. 
- 
7.2 North Amerrcan.Distributions - Monthly . : . . . .: 
Monthly distributions were avai:ablc only for North America. Mean monthly 
precipitable water charts based on five years o,f data were plotted from a tabulation 
of moisture data over North America (ESS&-,1’966). The char.ts Eere-analyzed and -. .- 
the distribution.pa.tterns for midseason months arf: shown,in Figures 7-4 through- 
7-7.’ - ‘- 
.-. 
Homogeneous cloud regions‘are superimposed on the figures. The mean 
. patterns behave in a regular fashion. Highest moisture values are present in 
Summer, gradually. lowering through “all in the mid and high ldtitudes and lowest 
in Winter, increasing again especially in the mid and high latitudes in Spring. In 
Winter (January) strong moisture gradients are evident across cloud Regions 19 
and 20 and the northwest-portion of Region 4. In the Summer (,July) Regions 4, !9 
and 20 arc more homogeneous and the gradients exist further north in the sonthern I 
portions of Regions 11 and 13. 
The relatively dry conditions .across Central Mexico (dt+ to f.he high terrain) 
cause large gradients between Regions 17 and I4 during most of the yeor. Cthcr : 
exceptions to tha normal south-to nqrth dccrcasc in moistu:c arc dry conditions, in 
the southwest tiesert‘and the mountain rcj$ono of western Yorth Amcrka: 
In general. homogeneous cloud kgione .do not necaaotrily rcflact,homo- 
gencous moisturo regions. [lth&gh at some timoo of the year, Winter in tho 
. high latitudes and Summer in the tra$i&l and subt~opfcwl Iatitudcs, Absolute .. 
:noisture is reIativaly homogeneouk wvithiri t& cloud rcg~ons.) The pyfmary 
reamon is that abaolko moirtura is a fu&tIon of the tempera&a and tha fampera- 
turo pattern displays the rnt-mal south to .north dacrcare. c2ow$o. on t+other . 
hand, xc dcpendcnt‘on tho rolatire humidity which ia-a luncSo~‘oC the difference 
bctarceq the tanqerature and dcwpoint. 
7; 3 Frequency Motribtitionr of .%oisturc fir the. United~ S&es . . . 
Inquirfas ravealed that a aotirca of daiIy procipitabfo water va!uae for 69 
radiosondc stationr was nvailrbfc on mqgnatid tq.e from the National Weather 
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Service. In general, about eight years of twice-daily data are available for most 
stations. 
WC defined 10 categories of precipitable water amount (. 5 g:n cm -2 intervals 
from O.to 4’gm cm -2 , 4 to 5 gm cm” and greater than 5 gm cm”) and wrote a com- 
puter subroutine to generate frequency distributions of precipitable water (averaged 
for each day) within each category for all stations for each month of the year. The 
detailed computer output from this program is given in Appendix D, but some 
reprcscntative distributions were plotted for eight stations for the midseason 
months. These are shown in Figures 7-8 through 7-15. Tropical, subtropical, 
mid-latitude, mountain, desert, and coastal regions arc represented by thc.figurcs. 
Results clearly show an anneal cycle for all stations. The frequencies are some- 
what more peaked than might be expected during transition months for some of the 
stations; c,g., Tucson, Caribou, Winnemucca, and San Diego, in April.. Not 
surprisingly, winter and summer distributions arc peaked at most stations in the 
low and high moisture categories, respectively. Interestingly, Tucson, a desert 
station, exhibits rather high.frequency of high prccipitable water amounts for the 
Summer, while Tatoosh, a location with heavy annual precipitation shows the 
greatest frequencies in the low to moderate precipitablc water categories. %innc- 
mucca at an elevation near 3 km has ver:.r dry conditions most of’the year-. Key 
West, having a tropical maritime-type climate much of the time during the yc;lr 
has the highest frequencies in the high moisture categories. Mid-latitude stations 
have generally flatter distributions. 
.a - 
-_ 
. . . 
1 
An analysis of the frequency (probability) distriti&ons in Appendix D is a 
simple method for determining maximum and minimum as well as showing the 
I 
rate of change over the year. Examples of such an analysis are given in Figures 
7- 16 and 7- 17 for Lake Charles, Louisiana, and Yucca Flats, Nevada, respectively, 
Little change in the distribution s is seen in the relatively dry condition over the 
year for Yucca Flats, at an elevation above 2 km, while major changes take place 
through the year at Lake Charles. 
. 
Although daily precipitable water dat-2 for the remainder of North America 
were unavailable, one can infer the distributions for both Canada and the tropical. 
regions over the Caribbean and in Central Mexico. This can bc accomplished by 
studying both the mean monthly values for North America and the frequency distri- 
bunions .zt appropriate locations near the region and applying adjustments based on 
meteorological experience. For’example, Key West, Florida, has relatively high 
mean values for most of the year and is in p?lre maritime tropical air most of the 
Summer. Thus, the frequency distribution for Kingston, Jamaica, can be 
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Figure 7- I2 Precipitable Water Frequency Distributions; 
Mid-Season Months for Tucson, Arizona 
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inferred by making the Spring and Fall distributions similar to Key West except 
adjusting ic to have it somewhat higher, and more peaked. The Winter distribution .- 
at Kingston would probably bc of the same shape as Key West except shiitcd slightly 
to the higher categories. Similar!y, one could inf’er distributions for Canadian 
stations from northern border stations in the United States and could infer Central 
Mexico distributions from stations at high clcvations in tw.&ut&est United States. 
Carciul examination of the data in Appendix D indicates widely dirfcring 
frequency distributions between some stations with the same homogeneous cloud 
regions (e.g., International Falls, Minnesota, and Sterling, Virginia, in Region 
11; and Valparaiso, Florida, and Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, in Region 19). Thus, 
the frcqucncy distributions confirm our earlier conCention.that it is not advisable 
to consider the homogeneous cloud regions as homogeneous moisture regi0r.s. 
.’ . . 
,’ : . 
‘I 
I - 
8. CURRENT STATUS OF GLOBAL CLOUD MODEL 
The ultimate goal of the research described in this report is to develop .a 
global model of the cficcts of c!oudiaess on potential remote sensing missions. 
In time, the results will be combined with those of other studies concerned with’ 
, - 
‘3’ 
. 
. 
developing atmospheric attenuation models to yield 2n overall model of the effects * .. 
of the intervening atmosphere on earth observations from space. In that light, it 
is the purpose of this section to review what has been acco.mplished thus far and 
. 
to suggest a future course of action. 
The weak link of any global cloud model is lack of adequate data. For 
: L’ , 
many parts of the world, these data simply do not exist. Now that globa! satellite 
. 
coverage is being obtained on a more or less regular basis, howcvcr, WC kill bc 
able to slowly accrue the necessary information for data-sparse regions. For. 
. . . 
other areas, such as the Continental United States, sufficient data already exist 
for refinement of the regional cloud boundaries. The .assumpt~on of,homogeneous 
cioud climatologics has been found to be valid for some regions end seasons and 
l&s valid for others. Where possible the bollndaries should be redrawn and.ncw 
rcg;ons added. The “seasonal reversal I’ hypothesis-has been found to bc only ’ 
marginally successful (at least for oceanic areas) and in time can be discarded as 
more data become available. Given the succcs::, of the Markov scaling routine, 
future satellite data extraction procedure s can be carried out more efficiently with 
only two data extraction circles, spaced 200 miles apart. Some thought should be 
given to the application of automated techniques to the currently time-consuming 
‘“task of ma-nral cloud-amount data extraction.~ The data bank as it now stands is 
internally consistent and is the most comprehensive tabulation of global cloud data 
available. 
The impossibility of tabulating conditional cloud-amount statistics for all 
possible time and distance separations necessitates the development of techniques 
for adjusting the conditionals as tabulated to other time and distance separations. 
The Markov scaling technique developed and tested during the current study reprc- 
sents a significant improvement over th o former linear scaling method, and within 
the limits of the data available, is probably the best possible approach. Techniques . 1 ? 
are also required to modify the existing data base so that it may be applied to other 
representative area sizes. During the current study a new area cnlargemcnt pro- 
cedure has been developed which is more mathematically. sound than its predc- 
ccssor and is better able to simulate the effects of area enlargements. It is 
limited, however, to a repetitive doubling of area size (with possible interpolatiors) 
! 
i * 
) 
I 
: 
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and is unable to simulate area reductions. W’e are encouraged by the success 
oi an area adjustment technique for unconditional distributions which.utilizes’ 
a normal distribution assumptio:i for middle clo.ud amounts. It should be possible 
to extend this techn:que to conditional arrays. 
We are currently able to simulate the effective clouci cover for a sensor 
operating in the visible range with an ZSSA or Nimbus resolution,(l. 5 to 2 n.mi. ): 
Extension of the simulation results to other sensor resolutions requires some 
knowledge oi the horizontal distribution or spatial frequencies oi the cloudiness. 
Some preliminary work relating ef. _ ‘pctive cloud cover to the cloud-size/resolu- 
tion-size ratio has already been done. ,’ Extension of the simulation rcsu!ts to 
other sensor tyl~~s such as infrared or microwave sensors-requires in addition 
some knowledge of cloud thickness, height, water drop size and water content. 
One possible approach i:crc would be to supplement the data bank with clcud-type 
information (possibly just layer -vs. cellular for data-sparse regions) and to 
then relate the cloud structure and composition na.rameters to particular cloud . 
types. The combination of these two classes of iniormation (type frequencies 
and type characteristics) would make pcssible the introduction of a spectral depen- 
dency to our simulation results. Even with these limitations, the simulation pro-’ 
cedures as they now stand provide a better estimate of.earth vie-wing probabilities 
than any.,othcr techniques currently available. 
In summary, the current status of the global cloud model is as iollows: 
i 6 In certain areas the cloud-amount datz base is still rcl;?ivcly 
weak. As.time and funds permit, more satellite data should 
be extracted, particularly ior southern hemisphere regions. 
I 
I @ Where the data are available, regional bou&rids ‘should bc 
5 refined using ground-observed cloud amounts. ‘fh7’ Cok.ti-. 
nental United States is a prime arca for future rcalignmc:;ta. 
1 
- Q) With the possible exception o,f further rcfincmcnts to the arca 
adjustment procedures, the statistic.al tcchniquca for time, 
a distance and area scali.ng of the tatlriated data base a~pcor 
’ adequate. 
0 The basic Monte Carlo simulation proccduro is cfioctivo in 
predictingpotential cloud-amount situations. 
0 The introduction of cloud structure ;rnd coihpoaition data is 
necessary to extend the currc.:- r* simulation rosulte to othar 
spatial and spectral scales. This ;-.rr~~ shrtuld !n~ve the 
highest priority for future cflorts. . ‘. 
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